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Abstract

This Thesis deals with three subjects, with chromatic polynomials, zero-divisor

graphs of rings, and chemical graph theory.

The chromatic polynomial P (G, λ) a graph G is a polynomial which means

the number of distinct ways to color the vertices of G. A polynomial P (G, λ)

is called an integral-root polynomial if all of its roots are integers. A graph G

is an integral-root graph if P (G, λ) is an integral-root polynomial. One of our

main research subjects is the investigation of integral-root graphs. Moreover, our

theorems cover the uniqueness problem for integral-root graphs. G is said to be

chromatically unique (or χ-unique) if P (G, λ) = P (H,λ) implies that G and H are

isomorphic graphs. Altogether theorems, summarizing our results, we state the

following: ”If the chromatic polynomial of an integral-root graph connected G has

at most one root of multiplicity 2 and no more multiple roots, then it is χ-unique,

otherwise, G is not χ-unique”. However, for any integral-root polynomial, we are

able to construct some graphs having the given chromatic polynomial.

In Chapter 3, we determine the chromatic polynomial and study the chromatic

uniqueness of certain line graphs.

The zero-divisor graph Π(R) of a commutative ring R is the graph whose

vertices are the elements of R, and the vertices u and v are adjacent if and only if
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u · v = 0 in R.

In Chapter 4, we discuss the question: For which numbers n is the zero-divisor

graph Π(Zn) χ-unique?

While Zn is one of the simplest rings, the following theorem shows its com-

plexity from some aspects. We proved that for any graph A0, for some n, Π(Zn)

contains an induced subgraph isomorphic to A0. The first result in the subject

states that for n ≥ 10 even, Π(Zn) is not χ-unique [32]. By definition, a prime and

the product of different primes are square-free. Our main result is the following. If

n ≥ 10 is neither square-free nor the square of a prime then Π(Zn) is not χ-unique.

For an odd square-free non-prime n, the problem is open, though on the struc-

ture of Π(Zn) we know much more in this case.

On the other hand, we studied the part of mathematical chemistry, especially

topological indices. Topological indices are significant, and they yield a great

part in chemistry. The Sanskruti index is one of the important indices that were

introduced by Hosamani in 2017. It displays a good connection with octane isomers

entropy. In our study, we compute the Sanskruti index S(G) for some chemical

trees: Caterpillar trees, straight-chain alkanes, cycle-caterpillars, generalized Bethe

trees, ordinary Bethe trees, and dendrimers.
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Introduction

A new tool has been found by developing a chromatic polynomial to attack the

Four Colour Conjecture. In 1912, Birkhoff determined P (M,λ) for a planar map

[14] (this was not enough to prove the conjecture, but started a very fruitful di-

rection of research). Whitney extended the concept of chromatic polynomial for

an planar graph and established a lot of fundamental results for the chromatic

polynomial of an arbitrary graph [59]. In 1968, Read aroused novel interest in

the study of chromatic polynomials. He asked two important questions, 1. ”Is it

possible to find a set of necessary and sufficient algebraic conditions for a polyno-

mial to be the chromatic polynomial of some graph? 2. ”What is the necessary

and sufficient condition for two graphs to be chromatically equivalent; that is, to

have the same chromatic polynomial?”[56]. Particularly, Chao and Whitehead Jr.

defined a graph to be chromatically unique if no other graphs have the same chro-

matic polynomial. They discovered some families of chromatically unique graphs.

Moreover, in 2005, the problem of χ-uniqueness for complete t-partite graphs was

discussed [24]. The results were applied for many problems [33, 34, 45, 51]. Even

for t = 3, there are unsolved questions in this subject. Many invariants under

chromatic equivalence have been obtained [16].

Let P be the family of graphs G such that the chromatic polynomial P (G, λ) is

an integral-root polynomial, and let K be the family of chordal graphs. It is well-
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known that K ⊆ P [56]. Braun et al. [15] and Vaderlind [52] conjectured that P =

K, but Read refuted this conjecture by finding the non-chordal graph in Figure 1,

whose chromatic polynomial is defined by: P (G, λ) = λ(λ−1)(λ−2)(λ−3)3(λ−4).

So, K is a proper subfamily of P [24]. Even this year, many works have appeared

on the chordal graph [54], though this case of graphs seems very small (compared

with the whole class of perfect graphs, for example).

Section 2.1 in Chapter 2 presents results on integral-root graphs. We introduce

new statements for non-chordal graph with integral-root polynomial using a new

concept, the complete plus graph.

In Section 2.2 two useful theorems for the chromatic uniqueness of the integral-

root graphs have been proven using a new concept, the t-clique-join graph. In

addition, we will be able to construct the graphs for any integral-root polynomial

with form
∏l

j=0(λ− j)sj , sj 6= 0, ∀j.

1: G is an integral roots but non-chordal graph.

In Section 4.1, we use the t-clique-join graphs as an induced subgraph of the

graph for which we solve the chromatic uniqueness problem in Section 4.4

The line graphs serve as mathematical models for the successful analysis of

many specific problems in mathematics, physics, and computer science. Whitney
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implicitly introduced the concept of line graph in [26]. Norman Biggs [13] investi-

gated the algebraic properties of line graphs and introduced some graph operations

using the tools of linear algebra.

In Chapter 3, Section 3.1, we determine the chromatic polynomial of certain

line graphs.

In Section 3.3, we study the chromatic uniqueness of some line graphs and

discuss the following questions: For the χ-unique graph G, or the χ-equivalent

graphs G and H, is the line graph L(G) also χ-unique? Or, are L(G) and L(H)

χ-equivalent graphs? Are the converse of the previous two questions true?

Getting much more information on a structure by constructing an object which

is seemingly too far from the original one is a rare but very useful method in

mathematics. Such are group representations, the application of finite planes in

coding theory and cryptography, etc. In the construction of the zero-divisor graph

for a ring, we find the same approach.

Beck first created the idea of a zero-divisor graph for a commutative ring in

1988 [11]. Anderson and Livingston [8] introduced the first simplification of Beck’s

graph in 1999. Further modifications appeared due to Mulay [49] and Redmond

[57], the latter presented a zero-divisor graph based on an ideal of the ring in 2003.

This history shows that several definitions of the zero-divisor graph can be useful,

according to the specific goals. (For example, in our case, it was needed to forbid

loops).

In 2013, Sahib and Khalaf [32] proved some results on the chromatic uniqueness

of the graph Π(Zn), for the cases when n is even, n = p2 or n = p1 × p2.

Concerning non-commutative rings, Khalaf et al. constructed the right zero

divisor graph of a ring on the 2× 2 matrices over the ring Z3 [39].
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In Chapter 4, our goal is to analyze the zero-divisor graph Π := Π(Zn) of the

ring Zn and to ask whether Π is χ-unique. In Sections 4.2 and 4.3, we introduce an

equivalence relation ' on the base set V of any commutative ring R for obtaining

a clear picture of its zero-divisor graph. First, we give a general definition of this

relation in any simple graph.

In Section 4.4, we use the same method as in Section 4.1, by constructing the

so-called t-clique-join graphs which can help us proving the non-χ-uniqueness for

zero-divisor graphs.

In Section, 4.5, we deal also with two additional subjects, the contraction of

Π(Zn) and its surprising properties for square-free n.

In Section 4.6, we prove a theorem which shows that the ring Zn is remarkably

complex from a special aspect.

Mathematical chemistry is a part of theoretical chemistry for studying and

studying the molecular structure utilizing mathematical methods without referring

to quantum mechanics. Chemical graph theory is a part of mathematical chem-

istry that uses graph theory in the mathematical modeling of chemical phenomena

to develop the chemical sciences [28]. The molecular graph models molecular com-

pounds. In mathematical chemistry, numbers encoding structural characteristics

(named graph invariants or topological indices) of specific organic molecules [48].

In 1947, topological indices were utilized in biology and chemistry for the first time

when Wiener index was presented to demonstrate correlations between properties

of Physico-chemical for organic compounds of molecular graphs [60]. Many topo-

logical indices can be introduced for the connected graphs by various definitions.

In 2017, Hosamani [35] defined the Sanskruti index S(G) for the molecular graph

G as follows:
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S(G) =
∑

uv∈E(G)

(
δu · δv

δu + δv − 2

)3

where δu is the sum of the degrees of all neighbors of the vertex u in G.

In 2017, Sardar et al. calculated the Sanskruti index for Polycyclic Aromatic

Hydrocarbons [48]. Gao et al. presented explicit formulas for the Sanskruti index

of an infinite group of dendrimer nanostars and computed the Sanskruti index for

the circumcoronene series of benzenoid [30, 31]. In 2019, Deng et al. gave lower

and upper bounds for the Sanskruti index on trees, and they gave lower and upper

bounds for graphs with exactly one cycle [18].

In Chapter 5, new theorems are presented with their proofs for the Sanskruti in-

dex for many important molecular graphs: Caterpillar trees, straight-chain alkanes,

cycle-caterpillars, generalized Bethe trees, ordinary Bethe trees and dendrimers.

In future work (Chapter 6), we deal with the zero-commutative rings, among

others. An open problem on noncommutative and commutative rings, through

their zero-divisor-graphs.
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Chapter 1

Definitions and Auxiliary Results

This chapter gives definitions and information on the chromatic polynomials and

some auxiliary results for the zero-divisor graphs that are used throughout this

work.

1.1 Preliminaries

All graphs used in this thesis are undirected (with one exception in Chapter

6) simple graphs, G = (V,E) with V = V (G) means the vertex set of G and

E = E(G) means the edge set of G. |V (G)| is the order of G, its number of

vertices is denoted by n. |E(G)| is the size of G, its number of edges denoted by

m. The degree of vertex v (v ∈ V (G)) is the number of edges incident to v, it is

denoted by d(v).

Definition 1.1.1 For any graph G = (V,E), let A ⊂ V be any subset of vertices

of G. The induced subgraph G[A] is the graph with vertex set A and the edge

set consists of all of the edges in E which have both end vertices in A.

Notation 1.1.2 Let C ⊂ V be any subset of vertices of G. G−C means the graph
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G[V − C].

Definition 1.1.3 The edges e and f are adjacent if they have common endpoints.

1.2 The Cliques and the Independent Sets

Notation 1.2.1 The complete (empty) graph on m vertices is denoted by Km

(Km).

Definition 1.2.2 A clique means an arbitrary complete subgraph; it may not be

maximal. The number of vertices in a maximal clique of G is said to be the clique

number of G and denoted by ω(G).

Definition 1.2.3 Let C ⊆ V (G), C be called a cutset in a connected graph G

if G− C is disconnected.

Definition 1.2.4 A clique cutset is a special cutset, it induces a clique in the

graph.

The clique cutsets are used in this paper frequently, and they play an important

role in many graph theory subjects, for example, in [10].

Definition 1.2.5 An independent set (coclique) is a set of vertices such that

there is no edge connecting any two vertices in it.

1.3 Special Graphs

Definition 1.3.1 The complement of a graph G is a graph G having the same

vertices, and two distinct vertices of G are adjacent iff they are not adjacent in G.
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Definition 1.3.2 A bipartite graph B is a graph whose vertex set can be divided

into two disjoint independent sets X and Y , such that every edge e, e ∈ E(B), has

one vertex in X and other vertex in Y .

Definition 1.3.3 A complete bipartite graph Kp,q is a bipartite graph, with

|X| = p and |Y | = q, such that any vertex in X and any vertex in Y are connected.

Definition 1.3.4 A chordless cycle in a graph, or an induced cycle, is a cycle

such that no two vertices of the cycle are connected by an edge that does not itself

belong to the cycle.

Definition 1.3.5 [19] G is chordal if no induced cycle of length at least 4 exists

in G.

Definition 1.3.6 Two graphs G and H are isomorphic (G ∼= H in notation) if

there exists a bijective function f : V (G)→ V (H) such that the vertices f(u) and

f(v) are adjacent in H iff the vertices u and v are adjacent in G.

We give here two non-standard definitions for disjoint vertex sets only [19].

Definition 1.3.7 Let V (G) ∩ V (H) = ∅, the union G ∪ H of G and H is the

graph with V (G ∪H) = V (G) ∪ V (H) and E(G ∪H) = E(G) ∪ E(H).

Definition 1.3.8 The join G + H of G and H with V (G) ∪ V (H) = ∅ is the

graph with V (G+H) = V (G)∪ V (H) and E(G+H) = E(G)∪E(H)∪ {xy : x ∈

V (G), y ∈ V (H)} (meaning that no loops in the new graph).

1.4 Chromatic Polynomials

In this section, some fundamental results to determine P (G, λ) are collected.
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Definition 1.4.1 For a graph G, a mapping g : V (G) → {1, 2, ..., λ}, λ ∈ N, is

called a λ-coloring of G if g(u) 6= g(v), whenever u and v are adjacent.

The number of λ-colorings of a graph G is denoted by P (G, λ). We state that

for a fixed graph G, the function P (G, λ) is a polynomial of λ.

Proposition 1.4.2 [45](folklore) Let x and y be two non-adjacent vertices in a

graph G. The chromatic polynomial of G is:

P (G, λ) = P (G+ xy, λ) + P (G ◦ xy, λ),

where G + xy is the graph obtained by adding the new edge xy to G, such that

x, y ∈ V (G) xy /∈ E(G), G ◦ xy is the graph obtained from G by identifying the

two vertices incident with e and removing all of the multiple edges (except one), if

they appear.

Proposition 1.4.2 implies that it is reasonable to call P (G, λ) the chromatic

polynomial of G [1].

Corollary 1.4.3 [45] Let e be an edge in the graph G, then the chromatic poly-

nomial of G is:

P (G, λ) = P (G− e, λ)− P (G ◦ e, λ),

where G− e is the graph obtained from G by deleting e.

Notation 1.4.4 The chromatic polynomial λ(λ− 1) . . . (λ−m+ 1) of a complete

graph on m vertices is denoted by pm(λ). Similarly, it is a well-known fact that

P (Km, λ) = λm.

Corollary 1.4.5 (folklore) Let G be a chordal graph of order m, then the chro-

matic polynomial of G has the form:

P (G, λ) = λr0(λ− 1)r1(λ− 2)r2 · · · (λ− s)rs ,
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with some s, rj ∈ N, ∀ 1 ≤ j ≤ s and
∑s

j=0 rj = m such that s = χ(G)− 1.

Proposition 1.4.6 [36] The chromatic polynomial of any cycle of order n is:

P (Cn, λ) = (λ− 1)n + (−1)n(λ− 1).

Proposition 1.4.7 [56] For a graph G of order n, P (G, λ) = λ(λ− 1)n−1 if and

only if G is a tree.

Theorem 1.4.8 [62] Let G1 and G2 be two graphs containing a complete subgraph

Km (m ≥ 1), and G be a graph obtained from the union of G1 and G2 by identifying

the two subgraphs Km in any arbitrary way (see Figure 1.1). Then

P (G, λ) =
P (G1, λ)P (G2, λ)

P (Km, λ)

G1 Km

G

G2

1.1: Illustration of Theorem 1.4.8

Notation 1.4.9 Let Q be a clique cutset in G, the polynomial pq(λ) will be denoted

by s(λ), where |Q| = q.

Corollary 1.4.10 [62] Let Bk, 1 ≤ k ≤ r, be the blocks in G and Q be a common

clique of them, the chromatic polynomial of G is:

P (G, λ) =

∏r
k=1 P (Bk, λ)

s(λ)r−1
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Corollary 1.4.11 [24] For any graph H

P (H +K1, λ) = λP (H,λ− 1).

Where H +K1 is the join of H and K1.

Corollary 1.4.12 [24] Let G be an arbitrary graph with Km ⊆ G. If a graph F

is obtained from G by adding a new vertex w which is adjacent to all vertices of

Km (and no others), then its chromatic polynomial is:

P (F, λ) = (λ−m)P (G, λ).

Definition 1.4.13 A polynomial is called an integral-root polynomial if all

its roots are integers. A graph G is an integral-root graph if P (G, λ) is an

integral-root polynomial.

1.5 Chromatic Uniqueness of Some Graphs

In this section, certain graphs are specified as χ-unique or χ-equivalent.

Definition 1.5.1 Graphs G and H are chromatically equivalent (or χ-equivalent),

written as G ∼ H, if P (G, λ) = P (H, λ).

Definition 1.5.2 Let p(λ) and q(λ) be two polynomials. p(λ) | q(λ) (q(λ) can be

divided by p(λ)) if there exists a polynomial r(λ) with q(λ) = r(λ)p(λ).

The following notion is one of the most important concepts in our work.

Definition 1.5.3 Given a graph G, suppose that for every H, G ∼ H implies that

H is isomorphic to G. In this case, G is chromatically unique (or χ-unique).

Fact 1.5.4 The complete graph Km and the empty graph Km are χ-unique.
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Corollary 1.5.5 [56]. Any two trees of the same order n ≥ 4 are χ-equivalent.

Any tree of order n ≥ 4 is not χ-unique. If it is a path Pn, where 1 ≤ n ≤ 3 then

it is χ-unique.

Definition 1.5.6 If in a class of graphs each of its members have the same chro-

matic polynomial, then we call it a χ-equivalent class.

Remark 1.5.7 [56] The family of trees of order n (n ≥ 4) forms a χ-equivalent

class.

Theorem 1.5.8 [40]. The edge-gluing of a complete graph Km and a cycle Cq,

where m, q ≥ 3, is χ-unique.

Theorem 1.5.9 [32] If u is a leaf in G, and G− u has two vertices a and b such

that d(a) 6= d(b), then G is not χ-unique.

1.6 The Line Graph of Hypergraphs and Graphs

This section gives some statements that are used in Chapter 3 and Section 4.6.

Definition 1.6.1 [41] The line graph, L(G) of the graph G is the graph on E(G)

in which e, f ∈ E(G) are adjacent as vertices if and only if they are adjacent as

edges in G.

Obviously, L(Pn) is a path Pn−1, L(Sn) is a complete graph Kn−1, and L(Cn)

is a cycle that has the same order, L(Cn) = Cn.

Definition 1.6.2 A hypergraph F = (X,E(F)) is a finite set system, where

X is a set of elements called vertices, and E(F) is a set of subsets of X called

hyperedges or edges.
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Remark 1.6.3 The name of this structure comes from the fact that it is a gener-

alization of (undirected) graph.

Definition 1.6.4 [50] L = L(H) is the intersection graph (’line graph’) of H=

(V,E(H)), that is, L = (E(H), F ) where the subsets Y, Z ⊆ V yield an edge Y Z

in L if and only if they intersect.

Definition 1.6.5 For a set W , its power set 2W is the set of all subsets of W .

Definition 1.6.6 For a hypergraph F , the hypergraph B on the same vertex set is

its partial hypergraph if it consists of some hyperedges of F .

1.7 Concepts of Number Theory

This section gives some information that are used in Chapter 4.

Definition 1.7.1 [34] For a natural number n, a totative of n is an integer x,

0 < x ≤ n, and x is coprime to n (the greatest common divisor of x and n is equal

to 1. The number of totatives of n, smaller than n is Euler’s totient function

ϕ(n).

Lemma 1.7.2 [34] The following equality is satisfied:∑
d|n

ϕ(d) = n.

Remark 1.7.3 Here d runs over all the divisors of n, namely, 1 and n are involved

as well.

Definition 1.7.4 [25] The zero-divisor graph Π(R) of a commutative ring R

is the graph whose vertices are the elements of R, and the vertices u and v are

adjacent if and only if u · v = 0 in R.
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Remark 1.7.5 In Chapter 4, we shall deal with the zero divisor digraph of non-

commutative rings, but nowhere else.

Remark 1.7.6 Later we shall investigate the chromatic polynomial for the zero-

divisor graph of Zn; thus loops are not allowed (graphs with loops are even non-

colorable).

Notation 1.7.7 For a natural number n, the ring Zn is the ring constructed from

the congruence classes modulo n, with the usual operations modulo n. It is inter-

preted in numerous forms, by the set {0, 1, ..., n− 1}, for example.

Definition 1.7.8 We say that n is square-free if it is a prime or it is a product

of different prime numbers, that is, n = p1 × p2 × · · · × pα.

Theorem 1.7.9 [32] Let G := Π(Zn) be the zero-divisor graph of the ring Zn,

then the following are satisfied:

1. G is χ-unique for all n ≤ 9.

2. If n ≥ 10 is an even number, then G is not χ-unique. Theorem 1.5.9 is used

to prove this statement.

3. If n = p2 such that p is prime, then G is χ-unique.

4. If n = p · q such that p, q are primes with q > p ≥ 3, then G is χ-unique.

1.8 Preliminaries for the Results in Chemical Graph The-

ory

In this section and in Chapter 5, the vertex of degree 1 (leaf vertex) will be denoted

by a pendent vertex.
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Definition 1.8.1 Let G be a labeled graph on n vertices, and let p1, p2, · · · , pn

be non-negative integers. The thorn graph G(p1, p2, · · · , pn) of the graph G is

obtained from G by attaching pi pendant vertices to the i-th vertex of G, i = 1, 2,

· · · , n.

The concept of thorn graphs was introduced by Gutman [38].

Definition 1.8.2 [43] A simple connected graph is called unicyclic if it has pre-

cisely one cycle.

Definition 1.8.3 [43] A rooted tree is a tree with a special (labeled) vertex called

the root vertex. In a rooted tree, the level of a vertex is one greater than the

distance from the root vertex.
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Chapter 2

Integral-root Polynomials and

Chromatic Uniqueness of Graphs

The results of this chapter have been published in [2].

2.1 The Integral-root Polynomials

In this section, we introduce new results for integral-root graphs using a new

concept, the complete plus graph.

Definition 2.1.1 A complete plus graph is obtained by dividing one edge wz of

a graph Km (adding the vertex v) into two edges e = wv and f = vz, it is denoted

by K+v
m .

Remark 2.1.2 If m ≥ 3, then K+v
m is a non-chordal graph.

Theorem 2.1.3 The chromatic polynomial of this graph is:

q(λ) = P (K+v
m , λ) = pm−1(λ2 −mλ+ (2m− 3))

= λ(λ− 1) . . . (λ− (m− 2))(λ2 −mλ+ (2m− 3)),
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where pm(λ) = λ(λ− 1) . . . (λ−m+ 1).

Proof. Let us denote the graph G− f by L (see Figure 2.1). So, from Proposition

1.4.3:

q(λ) = P (G− f, λ)− P (G ◦ f, λ) = P (L, λ)− P (Km, λ)

P (L, λ) = P (L−1, λ)(λ− 1)

where L−1 is the graph obtained from L by omitting the vertex v. L−1 ∼= Km − e

thus,

P (L−1, λ) = P (Km, λ) + P (Km−1, λ)

denoting to the chromatic polynomial P (Km, λ) by pm(λ), then

P (L−1, λ) = pm(λ) + pm−1(λ) = pm−1(λ−m+ 2)

and

P (L, λ) = pm−1(λ−m+ 2)(λ− 1)

consequently,

q(λ) = pm−1(λ)φ(λ) + pm(λ)

where

φ(λ) = (λ−m+ 2)(λ− 1),

q(λ) = pm−1(λ)(λ2 −mλ+ 2m− 3).

�
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G = v
f

g

v

e

w

z

w

z

L−1

L

w

z

2.1: Explanation of Theorem 2.1.3

Corollary 2.1.4 K+v
m is a non-integral-root graph except when m = 2 and 6.

Proof. Assume the chromatic polynomial of K+v
m has integer roots for some values

of m different of 2 and 6, that is the equation (λ2 −mλ+ (2m− 3)) = 0 is valid.

So, the solutions are:

λ1 =
m

2
− 1

2

√
m2 − 8m+ 12

λ2 =
m

2
+

1

2

√
m2 − 8m+ 12

Let the discriminant m2 − 8m + 12 is denoted by D. It can be easily seen that if

λ1 and λ2 are integers, then D is a square. Namely, there exists a natural number

r such that

m2 − 8m+ 12 = r2

D = (m − 2)(m − 6), thus it is equal to zero if and only if m = 2 or m = 6. In

these cases, the graph has integer roots (briefly expressed). Otherwise, suppose

that

(m− 2)(m− 6) = r2 6= 0.

13



Take the prime-factorization of r:

r =
s∏
i=1

pαii

If the two factors m−2 and m−6 are co-primes then (by the uniqueness of prime-

factorization) there are natural numbers f1 and f2 such that r = f1f2, m− 2 = f 2
1

and m−6 = f 2
2 . But f 2

1 = f 2
2 +4 is a contradiction. Otherwise, m is even (m = 2k),

one of k−1 and k−3 cannot be divided by 4. It means that (k−1)/2 and (k−3)/2

are co-primes, and everything happens like above, we get a contradiction. �

In a graph K+v
m , if m = 2, then the graph K+v

2 is a tree of order 3. If m = 6,

then the graph K+v
6 (see Figure 2.2) is isomorphic to the graph G, where G is shown

in Figure 1 in the Introduction. By Theorem 2.1.3, the chromatic polynomial is:

P (K+
6 , λ) = λ(λ− 1)(λ− 2)(λ− 3)(λ− 4)(λ2 − 6λ+ 9)

= λ(λ− 1)(λ− 2)(λ− 3)3(λ− 4)

K+v
6

v

2.2: A complete plus graph K+v
6

Definition 2.1.5 Let S be an arbitrary class of graphs. The class Scc consists of

graphs obtained from S by executing the following procedure. We take graphs B1,

B2,. . . , Br already constructed and identify a common clique Q of them, supposed

14



no i with Bi = Q. The graph G with clique cutset Q and blocks B1, B2,. . . , Br

will be added to the graphs constructed until that point.

Remark 2.1.6 If there are some Bk such that Bk −Q is not connected, then we

can simply modify the definition.

Corollary 2.1.7 (of Theorem 1.4.8 and Corollary 1.4.10)

1. Pcc = P, we mentioned this notation P in the Introduction.

2. We can build new non-chordal integral-root graphs from the example men-

tioned in the Introduction, among others (see Figure 2.3).

w1

w4

v

w6

w5

w3

Q

Q′

w2

Q∗

w1 ∼ w′4

w′6

v′
w′2

w4

w3 ∼ w′3

w2 ∼ w′5 w′1

w6

w5

v

B B′

2.3: Illustration of Corollary 2.1.7

(the clique Q is {w1, w2, w3}, the other clique Q′ is {w3, w4, w5}).

2.2 Chromatic Uniqueness of the Integral-root Graphs

In this section, two theorems for the chromatic uniqueness of the integral-root

graphs have been proven using a new concept, the t-clique-join graph.
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Corollary 2.2.1 Let G = Km+H be a join graph, then the chromatic polynomial

of G is :

P (G, λ) = pm(λ)P (H, λ−m)

Proof. If m = 1, then the chromatic polynomial (as shown in Corollary 1.4.11) is:

P (G, λ) = λP (H,λ− 1).

For general m,

P (G, λ) = pm(λ)P (H,λ−m),

where pm(λ) := P (Km, λ) = λ(λ− 1) . . . (λ−m+ 1).

In particular, if H is a tree of order r then,

P (G, λ) = pm(λ)(λ−m)(λ− (m+ 1))r−1.

�

Corollary 2.2.2 Let G = Km +Ks. Then the following statements are valid:

(i) P (G, λ) = pm(λ)(λ−m)s.

(ii) For s ≥ 3, the graph G is not χ-unique.

Proof. (i) The proof is clear by Corollary 2.2.1.

(ii) Let n = m−1 and r = s+ 1, then P (G, λ) = P (L, λ), where L = Kn+P , and

T is a path of order r as shown in the proof of Corollary 2.2.1 (see Figure 2.4). �

Now, we will define a new concept which is needed to prove our main results.

Definition 2.2.3 Let R be an arbitrary graph, Km be a complete graph, vertex-

disjoint from R and I ⊂ Km. The clique-join graph is obtained by adding

each edge between the graphs I and R. It is denoted by G = J(W, I,R), where

W = V (Km), see Figure 2.5.
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K5

K6
K3 P

LG

2.4: G and L are χ-equivalent (Illustration of Corollary 2.2.2)

Proposition 2.2.4 Let R be an arbitrary graph, let G = J(W, I,R) be a clique-

join graph such that |I| = j and |W | = m. Then the chromatic polynomial of G

is:

P (G, λ) = pm(λ)P (R, λ− j),

where pm(λ) = λ(λ− 1) . . . (λ−m+ 1).

Proof. By Corollary 1.4.10,

P (G, λ) =
pm(λ)P (G[R ∪ I], λ)

pj(λ)

and

P (G[R ∪ I], λ) = pj(λ)P (R, λ− j)

using reduction

P (G, λ) = pm(λ)P (R, λ− j)

�

Corollary 2.2.5 As a special case, let R be an empty graph of order s. Let G =

J(W, I,R) be a clique-join graph such that |I| = j, 1 ≤ j ≤ m, and |W | = m, then
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G

R

K5

R

K5

I

2.5: The clique-join of I and R

the chromatic polynomial of G is:

P (G, λ) = pm(λ)(λ− j)s.

If |I| = j, 1 ≤ j ≤ m− 1, then the chromatic polynomial is:

P (G, λ) = λ(λ− 1) . . . (λ− j)s+1 . . . (λ−m+ 2)(λ−m+ 1).

Otherwise, |I| = j = m, then the chromatic polynomial is:

P (G, λ) = λ(λ− 1) . . . (λ− j) . . . (λ−m+ 1)(λ−m)s.

Proof. We may apply Proposition 2.2.4 for R = Ks. �

Remark 2.2.6 Let J1 = J(W1, I1, R1) be a clique-join graph such that |W1| = m1,

|I1| = j1 and R1 be an empty graph of order s1. If j1 = m1, then the graph J1

is isomorphic to the clique-join graph J2 = J(W2, I2, R2) such that |W2| = m2,

|I2| = j2 and R2 be an empty graph of order s2, however m2 = m1 + 1, j2 =

18



j1 − 1 = m1 − 1 and s2 = s1 − 1.

From now on, j 6= n is used in the proof of the following results for the reason

above.

Here we give the generalization of the concepts above.

Definition 2.2.7 [2] Let Km be a complete graph with W = V (Km), let Ik be the

subset of W , for every k ≤ t and t ∈ N . The t-clique-join graph is obtained

from t arbitrary graphs R1, R2, . . . , Rt on pairwise disjoint vertex sets by joining

every vertex in Rk with all vertices of Ik, where Rk ∩W = φ. It is denoted by

J = J(W, I1, I2, . . . , It, R1, R2, . . . , Rt) (see Figure 2.6). J = J(W, j1, j2, . . . , jt,

R1, R2, . . . , Rt) is the set of all such graphs with |I1| = j1, |I2| = j2, ..., |It| = jt.

For example J ∈ J

Remark 2.2.8 I1, I2, ... are not always disjoint from one another.

R2

R3

R4

R5

Km
R6

Rt

G

R1

2.6: A t-clique-join graph
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Corollary 2.2.9 Let Rk be an empty graph of order sk, and let Ik be the clique

subgraphs of order jk, Ik ⊂ W , 1 ≤ k ≤ 2 and j1 6= j2. Let G ∈ J(W, j1, j2, R1, R2)

be a 2-clique-join graph, |W | = m, then the chromatic polynomial of G is:

P (G, λ) = λ(λ− 1) . . . (λ− j1)s1+1 . . . (λ− j2)s2+1 . . . (λ−m+ 1)

Proof. By Corollary 2.2.5, the chromatic polynomial of J = J(W, I1, R1) is:

P (J, λ) = λ(λ− 1) . . . (λ− j1)s+1 . . . (λ− j2) . . . (λ−m+ 2)(λ−m+ 1)

Now, take another clique cutset I2 in G, then we have s2 + 1 blocks, one of them

is J and s2 remaining are the complete graphs of order j2 + 1, then by Corollary

1.4.10

P (G,λ) =
λ . . . (λ− j1)s1+1 . . . (λ− j2) . . . (λ−m+ 1).[pj2+1(λ)]s2

[pj2(λ)]s2

= λ(λ− 1) . . . (λ− j1)s1+1 . . . (λ− j2)s2+1 . . . (λ−m+ 2)(λ−m+ 1)

�

Remark 2.2.10 For r ≥ 2, that the set J generally consists of several graphs

in general. The reason is, among others, that the size of intersection of clique

subgraphs can have several different values (see Figure 2.7).

Corollary 2.2.11 Let J1 and J2 ∈ J(W, j1, j2, R1, R2) be two 2-clique-join graphs,

J1 = J(W, I1, I2, R1, R2) and J2 = J(W, I1
′, I2

′, R1
′, R2

′). Let |I1| = |I1
′| = j1,

|I2| = |I2
′| = j2, |R1| = |R1

′| = s1, |R2| = |R2
′| = s2, and j1, j2 6= m such that

V (I1) ∩ V (I2) = X in J1. and V (I1
′) ∩ V (I2

′) = Y in J2, where X, Y ⊂ W and

X 6= Y , then the graph J1 is not isomorphic to J2 (for example you can see Figure

2.7), but J1 ∼ J2, because the chromatic polynomials of J1 and J2 are equal to:

P (J1, λ) = P (J2, λ) = λ(λ− 1) · · · (λ− j1)s1+1 · · · (λ− j2)s2+1 · · · (λ−m+ 1)
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Generally, let J1 and J2 ∈ J(W1, j1, j2, · · · , It, R1, R2, · · · , Rt) be two t-clique-join

graphs, |Ii| = ji, |Ri| = si such that V (Ii)∩ V (Ik) = Xq in J1, 1 ≤ i, k ≤ t; q ∈ N,

and V (Ii
′) ∩ V (Ik

′) = Yq in J2, where Xq, Yq ⊂ W and Xq 6= Yq for some q, in

spite that the chromatic polynomials of J1 and J2 are equal.

Proof. Easy by using Corollary 1.4.12 and Corollary 2.2.9 (see Example below).

�

Example 2.2.12 Let J1 and J2 ∈ J(W1, I1, I2, R1, R2) be two t-clique-join graphs,

such that J1 = J(W, I1, I2, R1, R2) and J2 = J(W, I1
′, I2

′, R1, R2). |I1| = j1 = 2,

|I2| = j2 = 3, |R1| = 1, |R2| = 1 and |W1| = |W2| = 5 such that I1 ∩ I2 = φ in J1

and I1
′ ∩ I2

′ 6= φ in J2, then J1 is not isomorphic to J2 but J1 ∼ J2, because the

chromatic polynomials of J1 and J2 are:

P (J1, λ) = P (J2, λ) = λ(λ− 1)(λ− 2)2(λ− 3)2(λ− 4)

See Figure 2.7.

I1

R1

J1

I2

R2
R1

I1
′ I2

′

R2

J2

v

2.7: J1 and J2 are χ-equivalent

Observation 2.2.13 (From Corollary2.2.9) If I1 and I2 are two clique subgraphs

which are joined with two different empty graphs R1 and R2 such that |I1| = |I2| =
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j, |R1| = s1 and |R2| = s2, then the multiplicity (the exponent of the corresponding

factor) of the root j is s1 + s2 + 1.

Corollary 2.2.14 Let J1 = J(W1, I1, I2, R1, R2) be a 2-clique-join graph, |W1| =

m, |I1| = j1, |I2| = j2, j1 = j2 = j 6= m (I1 6= I2), |R1| = s1 and |R2| = s2. Let

J2 = J(W2, I, R) be a 1-clique-join graph, |I| = j, |R| = s1 + s2 and |W1| = |W2|,

then the chromatic polynomials of J1 and J2 are the same:

P (J1, λ) = P (J2, λ) = λ(λ− 1) . . . (λ− j)s1+s2+1 . . . (λ−m+ 1).

In general, let J1 ∈ J(W, j1, j2, . . . , jt, R1, R2, . . . , Rt) be a t-clique-join graph,

|Ik| = jk, |Rk| = sk, 1 ≤ k ≤ t and j1 = j2 = · · · = jt = j 6= m. Let J2 =

J(W, I,R) be a 1-clique-join graph, |I| = j, and |R| = S, such that S =
∑t

k=1 sk,

then the chromatic polynomials of J1 and J2 are the same:

P (J1, λ) = P (J2, λ) = λ(λ− 1) . . . (λ− j)S+1 . . . (λ−m+ 1).

Moreover, J1 and J2 are not isomorphic.

Proof. This statement is the direct consequence of Corollary 1.4.10 and Corollary

2.2.5, the case of j = m is impossible by the Corollary condition. �

Example 2.2.15 Let J1 = J(W1, I1, I2, R1, R2) be a 2-clique-join graph, |I1| =

|I2| = 2, |R1| = 2 and |R2| = 1. Let J2 = J(W2, I, R) be a 1-clique-join graph,

|I| = 2, |R| = 3 and |W1| = |W2| = 6, then J1 is not isomorphic to J2 (see Figure

2.8), but J1 ∼ J2 and the chromatic polynomials of J1 and J2 are:

P (J1, λ) = P (J2, λ) = λ(λ− 1)(λ− 2)4(λ− 3)(λ− 4)(λ− 5)

Here we present the generalization of the former results.
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I

R

v

R1

I1

R2

I2

J1 J2

2.8: J1 and J2 are χ-equivalent

Theorem 2.2.16 The chromatic polynomial of any t-clique-join graph J ∈ J,

J := J(W, j1, j2, . . . , jt, R1, R2, . . . , Rt) is:

z := P (J, λ) = pm(λ)
t∏

k=1

P (Rk, λ− jk),

where pm(λ) = λ(λ− 1) . . . (λ−m+ 1).

Proof. The clique W is a clique cutsets of J , we choose W . Since Rk (k = 1, . . . , t)

are the components of J−W , thus the blocks with respect to W are Bk = Rk∪W ,

for every k ≤ t, by Corollary 1.4.10. The graphs which are induced by the blocks

are called Bk also, without danger of misunderstanding.

z(λ) =

∏t
k=1 P (Bk, λ)

[pm(λ)]t−1

To determine P (Bk, λ), Proposition 2.2.4 can be used (which works for the special

case t = 1). The graph Bk has a cutset, namely Ik, and two blocks W and Rk∪ Ik.

Consequently,

P (Bk, λ) =
pm(λ)

∏t
k=1 P (J [Rk ∪ Ik], λ)

pjk(λ)

furthermore, from Proposition 2.2.4,

P (J [Rk ∪ Ik], λ) = pjk(λ)P (Rk, λ− jk)
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by reduction,

P (Bk, λ) = pm(λ)P (Rk, λ− jk)

thus

z(λ) = pm(λ)
t∏

k=1

P (Rk, λ− jk).

�

Below, some consequences of Theorem 2.2.16 are proved.

Corollary 2.2.17 Let J ∈ J(W, j1, j2, . . . , jt, R1, R2, . . . , Rt) be a t-clique-join graph,

|W | = m, |Ik| = jk, Ik ⊂ W , 1 ≤ k ≤ t, and let Rk be the empty graph on sk

vertices. Then the chromatic polynomial of J is:

P (J, λ) =
m−1∏
j=0

(λ− j)ej ,

where

ej = 1 +
∑

1≤k≤t
jk=j

sk.

Proof. The proof is clear by using Theorem 2.2.16. �

Corollary 2.2.18 Let J ∈ J(W, j1, j2, . . . , jt, R1, R2, . . . , Rt) be a t-clique-join graph,

|W | = m, Ik ⊂ W , |Ik| = jk, 1 ≤ k ≤ t, and let Rk be the empty graph on sk

vertices. Furthermore, suppose that j1 = 1, j2 = 2, j3 = 3, . . . , jt = t = m − 1. In

this case the chromatic polynomial of J is:

P (J, λ) = λ(λ− 1)s1+1(λ− 2)s2+1 . . . (λ− (m− 2))sk−1+1(λ− (m− 1))st+1

Proof. Theorem 2.2.16 can be applied. �
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Example 2.2.19 Let 1 ≤ k ≤ 4, |Ik| = 2, 3, 5, 6. |Rk| = 3, 5, 2, 8 and |W | = 8,

then the chromatic polynomial of J ∈ J(W, j1, j2, j3, j4, R1, R2, R3, R4) is:

P (J, λ) = λ(λ− 1)(λ− 2)4(λ− 3)6(λ− 4)(λ− 5)3(λ− 6)9(λ− 7)

Theorem 2.2.20 Let J ∈ J(W, j1, j2, . . . , jt, R1, R2, . . . , Rt) be a t-clique-join graph,

|W | = m, |Ik| = jk, |Rk| = sk, 1 ≤ jk ≤ m − 1 and 1 ≤ k ≤ t. The following

consequences are valid:

(i) If t ≥ 2, then J is not χ-unique.

(ii) Let t = 1, that is, let J = J(W, I,R) be a 1-clique-join graph. If |R| = s ≥ 2

and 1 ≤ jk ≤ m− 2. Then J is not χ-unique.

(iii) Let t = 1, i. e., J = J(W, I,R). If |R| = s ≥ 2 and jk = m − 1, then J is

not χ-unique.

Proof. (i) If t ≥ 2, then Corollary 2.2.11 can be applied, thus there are two non-

isomorphic graphs in the family K, having the same chromatic polynomial (see

Example 2.2.12).

(ii) If t = 1, |R| = s ≥ 2 and 1 ≤ jk ≤ m−2, then by using Corollary 2.2.14, there

are two different graphs in the family K have the same chromatic polynomial (see

Example 2.2.15).

(iii) If t = 1 |R| = s ≥ 2 and jk ≤ m − 1, then the graph J is isomorphic to the

graph F , where F was not χ-unique as proved in Corollary 2.2.2 (see Figure 2.4).

�

Only one case remains, when t = 1, |R| = s = 1 and 1 ≤ jk ≤ m − 1. We

shall deal with this case, and we present two theorems. These yield the complete

solution of the chromatic uniqueness problem for integral-root graphs.

Theorem 2.2.21 If the chromatic polynomial of an integral-root graph connected

G has some roots of multiplicity at least 3, then G is not χ-unique.
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Proof. Let G be a graph having an integral-root polynomial in the following form:

P (G, λ) =
l∏

i=0

(λ− i)ti .

= λ(λ− 1)t1(λ− 2)t2 . . . (λ− (l − 1))tl−1(λ− l)tl ,

where l = χ(G) − 1, then (by Corollary 2.2.18) there is a t-clique-join graph J ,

J ∈ J(W, j1, j2, . . . , jt, R1, R2, . . . , Rt), |W | = m, Ik ⊂ W , |Ik| = jk, 1 ≤ k ≤

t, |Rk| = sk and the numbers jk are pairwise distinct. So, J has a chromatic

polynomial is:

P (J, λ) = λ(λ− 1)s1+1(λ− 2)s2+1 . . . (λ− (m− 2))st−1+1(λ− (m− 1))sr+1.

If |W | = m = l + 1, |Ik| = jk = i and |Rk| = sk = ti − 1, then G ∼ J .

Now, in a graph G, let P (G, λ) has at least one root i with multiplicity ti ≥ 3,

1 ≤ i ≤ l, that is sk ≥ 2 in J . So, the graph G is not χ-unique by applying

Theorem 2.2.20. �

The following Corollary gives the characterization of integral-root polynomials,

obtained from graphs.

Corollary 2.2.22 A t-clique-join graph G can be constructed for every integral-

root polynomial P with P (G, λ) = P (see Example 2.2.23).

Example 2.2.23 A complete plus graph K+v
6 has an integral-root polynomial:

P (K+v
6 , λ) = λ(λ− 1)(λ− 2)(λ− 3)3(λ− 4). One or more t-clique-join graphs can

be constructed which are chromatically equivalent to an Integral-root graph K+v
6

but not isomorphic as shown in Figure 2.9.

Theorem 2.2.24 If the chromatic polynomial of an integral-root connected graph

J has at least 2 roots of multiplicity 2, then it is not χ-unique.
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K5

I1

J1

R1

J2
I2

R2

2.9: J1 and J2 are chromatically equivalent to the graph K+v
6 .

Proof. The proof is similar to proof of Theorem 2.2.21, see Example 2.2.12. �

Clique C

Km − e

e1 e2

C = Km−1

e

Km−1

KdKm−d−1

v

2.10: Explanation of Theorem 2.2.25 (some edges are not drawn, to make the figure

more clear.)

Theorem 2.2.25 If the chromatic polynomial of a connected integral-root graph G

has exactly one root of multiplicity 2 and no more multiple root, then it is χ-unique.

Proof. To prove this Theorem, the following Lemma can be used.
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Lemma 2.2.26 Let q(λ) be a polynomial of the form:

q(λ) = qm,j(λ) := (λ− j)2
∏

0≤i≤n−1
i 6=j

(λ− i)

The only graph with this chromatic polynomial is Gn,d, namely a graph on n vertices

with exactly d (d ≥ 1) non-edges, where the latter ones share a common vertex and

here d = n− j − 1.

Proof.[Proof of this Lemma] 1. Take an arbitrary graph G and suppose that

P (G, λ) = qn,d(λ)

as above.

• qn,d(λ) has degree n, thus |V (G)| = n (as it is well-known).

• The chromatic number of any graph G can be obtained from its chromatic

polynomial, namely χ(G) is equal to the the maximum of the integral roots

plus one. Consequently, χ(G) = n− 1.

2. We state that the only graph with these two properties is isomorphic to

Gn,d. Every color class has a size at most 2 otherwise we got χ(G) ≤ n − 2.

Similarly, we do not have two color classes of size 2. Now, assume that there exist

several non-edges (the former fact entails that they are pairwise intersecting). Let

us call w the common vertex of two such non-edges. It can be easily seen that each

non-edge contains w otherwise we would contradict one of the conditions above.

We have shown the Lemma. �

Thus, Theorem 2.2.25 has been established as well, Figure 2.10 illustrates this

theorem. �

Remark 2.2.27 It can be proved that the chromatic polynomial of the graph Gn,d

is qn,d indeed.
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2.2.1 Chromatic uniqueness of disconnected graphs

Definition 2.2.28 If a component of a graph has more than one vertex then we

call it a big component.

Lemma 2.2.29 If an arbitrary graph G has at least two big components then it is

not χ− unique.

Proof. We construct a graph G′ with the same chromatic polynomial but not

isomorphic to G.

Let the big components be C1, C2,..., Cb, and let ι(G) be the number of isolates.

We execute a recursive procedure. For i = 1, ..., b− 1, we make a graph Ui+1 such

that Ui and Ci+1 have exactly one common vertex. Finally, we have a graph Ub.

We obtain G′ from Ub by adding the isolates of G and b − 1 more. By Theorem

1.4.8,

P (Ub, λ) =
1

λb−1

b∏
i=1

P (Ci, λ),

thus

P (G′, λ) = [
1

λb−1

b∏
i=1

P (Ci, λ)]λι(G)+(b−1) = P (G, λ)

(The formula for P (G, λ) is well-known.)

The largest component of G′ is bigger than that of G, thus they are not iso-

morphic. �

Theorem 2.2.30 (i) If a disconnected graph does not have any big component

then it is χ-unique.

(ii) Let D be a χ-unique integral-root graph and let G be a disconnected graph,

which has a big component isomorphic to D and isolates. G is non-χ-unique if

and only if it has exactly one isolate and D ∼= Gn−1,n−3 where n = |V (G)|.
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(iii) Take an arbitrary connected non-χ-unique graph D and add some isolates.

The graph obtained so is non-χ-unique as well.

Proof. (i) It is an empty graph.

(ii) By Lemma 2.2.26, D ∼= Gn,d. Assume first that G is not χ-unique, that

is, there exists a graph G′, not isomorphic to G but it has the same chromatic

polynomial.

Clearly we may assume that G′ has only big components and that their number

is ι(G)+1 since in two chromatically equivalent graphs, the numbers of components

are equal (see Chapter 9 in [45]). A big component cannot be colored by one color,

so for all the components of G′, their chromatic polynomial contains (λ− 1) as a

factor. Consequently, j = 1 since in P (D,λ), λ − 1 is the only multiple factor.

Furthermore, d = (n − 1) − j − 1 = n − 3, by Lemma 2.2.26. For ι(G) > 1, we

would have the factor λ − 1 with exponent at least 3 in P (G′, λ), which would

yield a contradiction. We obtain that G′ has two components, Kn−2 and K2.

Conversely, in this case G is non-χ-unique indeed.

(iii) Let D′ be some graph, having the same chromatic polynomial as D but

non-isomorphic to D. D′ is connected and has the same order as D, being chro-

matically equivalent with D. Add the same number of isolates to D′ as G has.

Clearly, the new graph will be chromatically equivalent and non-isomorphic to G.

The proof is done. �

2.3 Concluding Remarks

Open problem 1: How could we characterize the integral-root graphs? In Sec-

tion 2.1 there are some tools to attack this problem.

Open problem 2: The second part of the Theorem 2.2.30 shows that one compo-

nent cannot determine the uniqueness status of the whole graph. This interesting
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phenomenon has also another consequence. The problem of this status for general

graphs with one isolate is probably difficult.

Let P be the family of integral-root graphs G, and let K be the family of chordal

graphs as in the Introduction.

It is interesting to compare the graph classes P and K. We find:

Proposition 2.3.1 All the induced subgraphs of an integral-root graph G are integral-

root as well if and only if G is chordal.

Proof. As it is well-known, Cn(n ≥ 4) is not only non-chordal but even not an

integral-root graph. �

Non χ-unique problem

G Necessity Sufficiency

Connected case 1. G is not a complete graph Theorem 2.2.21

2. G is not isomorphic to

Gn,d (Theorem 2.2.25)

Theorem 2.2.24

Disconnected case 1. G is not empty (Theorem

2.2.30 (i))

1. D ∼= Gn,n−2 (Theorem

2.2.30 (ii)) + isolates

2. D connected non-χ-

unique (Theorem 2.2.30

(iii)) + isolates
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Chapter 3

On the Question of Chromatic

Uniqueness for Line Graphs

The results of this chapter have been submitted in [4]. Some results here are the

developments of results in the M.Sc. thesis [7].

3.1 Line Graphs of Trees

Here we will characterize the trees with χ-unique line graphs.

Theorem 3.1.1 Let T be an arbitrary tree with m edges and Γ := L(T ). Γ is χ-

unique if and only if T is a star Sm or Um where Um can be obtained by attaching

a vertex to a leaf of Sm−1.

Proof. The argumentation will consist of two steps.

i) We state that Γ is an integral-root graph (Figure 3.1 represents T and Γ :=

L(T ).

The proof uses induction, starting from K1 and K2, which are integral-root

graphs. If T has several vertices, then it has some leaf w with neighbor u. Let e be
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the edge uw. The set of edges containing u, different from e, yields a clique cutset

Q. Let |Q| =: q. The two blocks, with respect to Q are Kq+1 and L(S) where S is

the tree remaining after the deletion of w.

By Theorem 1.4.8, P (Γ, λ) = pq+1(λ)P (∆,λ)

pq(λ)
where ∆ := L(S) and pi(λ) is the

chromatic polynomial of the complete graph on i vertices, as usual. From this

formula, we obtain P (Γ, λ) = (λ− q)P (∆, λ). Applying the induction hypothesis,

P (∆, λ) has integral roots, and, by the equality above, P (Γ, λ) as well.

Remark 3.1.2 The proof above yields more. In fact, these line graphs are chordal.

However, we do not need this for proving the Theorem.

ii) So we may use our results on the χ-uniqueness of connected integral-root

graphs. Thus, Γ is χ-unique if and only if it is isomorphic to one of the graphs

Gn,d (Lemma 2.2.26). Which of these graphs are line graphs?

First, any triangle in a line graph can be obtained from a star K1,3 or a triangle

again. But T is a tree, thus the second case can be excluded. And also in general,

the clique, remaining after the deletion of the principal vertex v, is the line graph of

a star on m− 1 vertices. How many neighbors v can have in this clique?. Anyway,

not more than one, by the cycle-freeness (and not less, by the connectivity.). Note

that this implies d = m− 2. The proof of Theorem 3.1.1 has been established. �

Remark 3.1.3 This result decides on any tree T whether its line graph Γ = L(T )

is χ-unique or not, and the proof does not need any direct formula for (Γ, λ).

3.2 Determining the Chromatic Polynomial for Line Graphs

of Trees

Let us have a labelled tree T with vertices v1, v2,. . . vn. The Prüfer code of T is a

sequence r1, r2, . . . , rn−1 of n− 1 numbers constructed in the folowing way. Take
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the leaf w of T having the least index and let u be its neighbor. The first element

of the sequence is the index of u. We delete w and we continue the procedure in

this manner.

(a) G ∼= L(T ) (b) T

3.1: Γ with its original tree T .

Theorem 3.2.1 Let

tk(λ) :=
k∏
i=1

(λ− qn−i),

for every 1 ≤ k ≤ n− 1. Then:

P (Γ, λ) = tn−1(λ),

where qi is one less than the degree of the ith vertex in the code of T in the Prüfer

code.

Proof. We will use induction on n. For n = 1, the statement is true. We start

with the same procedure and analogous notation as in the first part of the proof:

The leaf w will have the least index in the reversed code. The role of q will play

here qn−1. After omitting the leaf w, we obtain the recursion formula:

P (Γ, λ) = (λ− qn−1)P (∆, λ).
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Thus, the statement for n − 2, implies it for n − 1, the recursion clearly implies

the Theorem. �

Remark 3.2.2 Prüfer code is a construction discovered long ago but useful even

nowadays. For example, here we have given a direct formula for (Γ, λ) above

applying Prüfer code.

3.3 Chromatic Uniqueness of General Line Graphs

Here we show by three examples that no direct relation between the χ-uniqueness

of the graph and its line graph.

Proposition 3.3.1 For a χ-unique graph, its line graph is not necessarily χ-

unique; see the following example.

Example 3.3.2 Let G be a graph in Figure 3.2 (a), then G is χ-unique by Theorem

1.5.8, but L(G) in Figure 3.2 (b) is not found in the list of eight vertices χ-unique

graphs [42], so L(G) is not χ-unique.

In addition, G is not an integral-root graph.The chromatic polynomial is computed

by a Maple program:

P (L(G), λ) = λ(λ− 1)(λ− 2)(λ− 3)q(λ),

where

q(λ) = λ4 − 12λ3 + 57λ2 − 126λ+ 109,

while 4 is not a root of q(λ).

Proposition 3.3.3 For some non-χ-unique graphs G, L(G) is χ-unique; see Ex-

ample 3.3.4.
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(a) G (b) L(G)

3.2: G is χ-unique, and L(G) is not χ-unique

Example 3.3.4 Sn, n ≥ 3, is not χ-unique. but L(Sn) = Kn−1 is χ-unique.

Example 3.3.5 P4, is not χ-unique. but L(P4) = P3 is χ-unique.

Proposition 3.3.6 For two χ-equivalent graphs G and H, L(G) and L(H) are

not necessarily χ-equivalent, see Example 3.3.7.

Example 3.3.7 Let T1 and T2 be two trees having the same order n = 9, see Figure

3.3, it follows that T1 and T2 have same chromatic polynomial using Corollary

1.5.5. But, the chromatic polynomials of L(T1) and L(T2) are:

P (L(T1), λ) = λ(λ− 1)3(λ− 2)3(λ− 3)2.

P (L(T2), λ) = λ(λ− 1)4(λ− 2)3(λ− 3).

Then L(T1) is not χ-equivalent to L(T2).

Remark 3.3.8 Of course, many graphs G, L(G) has the same property.

Remark 3.3.9 For many graphs H, it is impossible to express H as the line graph

of any graph. For example, when H is a claw (K1,3).
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T1 T2

L(T1) L(T2)

3.3: T1 ∼ T2, but L(T1) is not χ-equivalent to L(T2).
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Chapter 4

Chromatic Uniqueness of

Zero-divisor Graphs

In this section, we shall discuss the chromatic uniqueness of the zero-divisor graph

Π(Zn) of the ring Zn, using the t-clique-join graphs as a tool. This tool will help

us answer the question of uniqueness, except for the so-called square-free natural

numbers if they are odd and non-prime (the open problem of this chapter will be

found in Chapter 6. Before discussing the uniqueness, we will improve the presen-

tation of a zero-divisor graph.

The results of this chapter have been published in [3].

4.1 Further Applications of the t-clique-join Graphs

In this section, we will use the t-clique-join graphs as an induced subgraph of

important graph F that will help us to prove the chromatic uniqueness of zero-

divisor graph in Chapter 4.
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Proposition 4.1.1 Let ω(G) ≥ m for a graph G. Then pm(λ)|P (G, λ).

Proof. For such a graph, χ(G) ≥ m. Consequently, every k < m is a root of

P (G, λ) and thus (λ − k)|P (G, λ). Using the properties of polynomials over any

field, pm(λ) =
∏m−1

0 (λ− k) divides P (G, λ). �

Theorem 4.1.2 Let G be an arbitrary graph with Km ⊆ G. If a graph F is

obtained from G by adding a new graph Ks which is adjacent to all vertices of Km

and no others, then the chromatic polynomial of F is:

P (F, λ) = (λ−m)sP (G, λ),

And generally, if Ij ⊂ Km and the new graph Ks is adjacent to all vertices of Ij

and no others (Ij +Ks), then the chromatic polynomial of F is:

P (F, λ) = (λ− j)sP (G, λ),

Proof. The proof works directly by applying Corollaries 2.2.2, 1.4.12, and Propo-

sition 4.1.1. �

Lemma 4.1.3 Let J be an 1-clique-join graph, J = J(W, I,R), with W = V (Km),

|R| ≥ 2 and |I| < m i. e, V (I) is a proper subset of W . If for a graph G,

V (G) ∩ V (J) = W , then for F = G ∪ J , F is not χ-unique.

Proof. Since F = G∪J , |R| = s ≥ 2, and |I| = j ≤ m−1. We will choose a graph

F ′ that satisfies:

(i) it has the same chromatic polynomial,

(ii) it is not isomorphic to F .
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To prove (i), Let us choose F ′ = G ∪ J ′, such that J ′ is a 2-clique-join graph

with J ′ = J(W, I1
′, I2

′, R1
′, R2

′), |I1
′| = j1, |I2

′| = j2, with j1 = j2 = m − 1, but

V (I1
′) 6= V (I2

′), |R1
′| = s1, and |R2

′| = s2, i. e., s1 + s2 = s. By Theorem 4.1.2,

the two chromatic polynomials are equal to:

P (F, λ) = (λ− (m− 1))2P (G, λ),

P (F ′, λ) = (λ− (m− 1))1(λ− (m− 1))1P (G, λ)

= (λ− (m− 1))2P (G, λ),

Now, in general, let us choose two graphs, F and F ′, with the following prop-

erties: F = G∪ J1, J1 = J(W, I,R), |R| = S ≥ 2, and |I| = j ≤ m− 1. Moreover,

G does not contain an induced subgraph A with A ∼= J1. F ′ = G ∪ J2, J2 =

J(W, I1, I2, . . . , It, R1, R2, . . . , Rt), |Ii| = ji, such that ji = j, but V (Ii) 6= V (Ik)

for some i, k, 1 ≤ i, k,≤ t. |Ri| = si, and S =
∑t

i=1 si. Then, by Theorem 4.1.2,

the chromatic polynomials of F and F ′ are equal to:

P (F, λ) = P (F ′, λ) = (λ− j)SP (G, λ),

Clearly we have

Proposition 4.1.4 F and F ′ are not isomorphic.

�

Theorem 4.1.5 Let J be a t-clique-join graph, J ∈ J(W, j1, j2, . . . , jt, R1, R2, . . . , Rt),

with W = V (Km). If for a graph G, V (G) ∩ V (J) = W , then for F = G ∪ J and

t ≥ 2 (see Figure 4.1), the chromatic polynomial of F is:

P (F, λ) = (λ− j1)s1(λ− j2)s2 · · · (λ− jt)stP (G, λ),
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G J
Km
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I2

I3

R1

R2
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G ∪ J ∼= F

Km

I1

I2

I3

G

∪

J

Km

I1

I2

I3

R1

R2

R3

4.1: The illustration of F in Theorem 4.1.5 and Lemma 4.1.6.

Proof. The proof works directly by repeatedly applying Theorem 4.1.2. �

Lemma 4.1.6 Let J be a t-clique-join graph, J ∈ J(W, j1, j2, . . . , jt, R1, R2, . . . , Rt),

with W = V (Km). Let the graph G have the following property: V (G) ∩ V (J) is

equal to W .

For F = G ∪ J and t ≥ 2, F is not χ-unique.

Proof. A) First, we will give a proof for t = 2. Let us consider J above. Our aim

is to construct a new 2-clique-join graph J ′ := J(W, I1
′, I2

′, R1
′, R2

′) in such a way

that F ′ := G ∪ J ′, has the following properties:

(i) It has the same chromatic polynomial.

(ii) It is not isomorphic to F .
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Without loss of generality, we may suppose s1 ≥ s2 where |Ri| = si, i = 1, 2.

Take some x ∈ I1 and y ∈ I2. Let I2
′ := I2 − y ∪ {x}. We let I1

′ := I1. Thus,

for x, the number of its neighbors in R := R1 ∪ R2 (the R-degree) will be s1 + s2

and for y, this number becomes 0. By Theorem 4.1.5, the chromatic polynomials

of these graphs are equal to:

P (F, λ) = P (F ′, λ) = (λ− j1)s1(λ− j2)s2P (G, λ),

Using the facts on the R-degrees like below, it can be easily seen that F and F ′

are not isomorphic.

B) Now we make the construction for general t. We denote |Ri| by si (i =

1, 2, ..., t).

Let us take two subscripts K and L, furthermore some x ∈ IK and some y ∈ IL.

We change IL only, namely the new subset will be IL − y ∪ {x}. We obtain a new

graph F ′.

From Theorem 4.1.5, the chromatic polynomial of the new graph F ′ will be tha

same as of F , similarly as above.

For obtaining a clear picture, we take such a copy of F ′ which has a vertex set

disjoint from V (F ), namely, instead of z, we take z∗.

We state that F and F ′ are not isomorphic.

By way of contradiction, we suppose that there exists an isomorphism f :

V (F )→ V (F ∗). (From now on we will work by F ∗).

For x, its R−degree (the number of its neighbors in R := ∪ti=1Ri) will increase

by sL, while for y, this number will decreases by sL. We need an observation.

Observation 4.1.7 In R, the degrees of the vertices in F ∗ are the same as in F .

Proof. The only difference between the sets of neighbors is that y is replaced by
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x, and even this is valid for r ∈ R only. �

Take now any vertex v in V − {x, y}. Then dF ∗(v
∗) = dF (v). Considering the

sequence v0 := f(x), v1 := v−∗0 , v2 := f(v1) , and so on (the ”orbit” of x), the

degrees will conicide with dF (x) throughout, except if we arrive to x∗ or y∗. (We

did not suppose dF (y) 6= dF (x) and we don’t need this property in the proof.) The

sequence is finite and it ends at x∗ or y∗. But their degrees differ from dF (x); see

Figure 4.2. �

x

y

f(x)−∗

F

x∗

y∗

f(x)

F ∗

4.2: Illustration of Lemma 4.1.6 and Observation 4.1.7.

Observation 4.1.8 From the two Lemmas 4.1.3 and 4.1.6, it is easy to observe

that the two graphs F and F ′ have the same chromatic polynomials, where the graph

F = G ∪ J1, J1 = J(W, I1, I2, . . . , Ik−1, Ik, Ik+1, Ik+2, · · · , It, R1, R2, . . . , Rk−1, Rk,

Rk+1, Rk+2, · · · , Rt), |Ri| = si, |Ii| = ji, 1 ≤ i ≤ t, with |Ik| = jk, k ≤ t, and

|Ik+1| = jk+1, such that jk = jk+1, but V (Ik) 6= V (Ik+1). The other graph F ′ = G∪
J2, J2 = J(W, I1, I2, . . . , Ik−1, Ik

′, Ik+2, · · · , It, R1, R2, . . . , Rk−1, Rk
′, Rk+2, · · · , Rt),

with |Ik ′| = |Ik| = |Ik+1| = jk, such that V (Ik)
′ = V (Ik) = V (Ik+1). Moreover,

|Rk
′| = S = sk + sk+1. The chromatic polynomials of F and F ′ are:

P (F, λ) = P (F ′, λ) = (λ− j1)s1 · · · (λ− jk−1)sk−1(λ− jk)S(λ− jk+2)sk+2 · · · (λ− jt)stP (G,λ)

We will apply this observation in Example 4.4.4.
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4.2 The Principal Equivalence Relation

We shall introduce an equivalence relation ' on the base set V of any commutative

ring R for obtaining a clear picture of its zero-divisor graph. First, we give a general

definition of this relation in any simple graph.

Definition 4.2.1 In a simple graph G, for x, y ∈ V (G), x ' y if for any third

vertex z ∈ R − {x, y} in the graph, xz ∈ E(G) ⇔ yz ∈ E(G) (in the literature

such vertices are called twins).

Remark 4.2.2 It is easy to prove the transitivity of '.

Now, if we consider the (most interesting) special case when G = Π(R), we obtain

Definition 4.2.3 For x, y ∈ R, x ' y if for any third element z ∈ R − {x, y} in

the ring, xz = 0⇔ yz = 0.

Remark 4.2.4 As we mentioned in the Preliminaries, in our case, loops are not

allowed in the zero-divisor graph. It is the reason for excluding z = x and z = y.

Definition 4.2.5 For x ∈ R, the equivalence class of x in ' will be called Sub(x).

The name of a subset of the form Sub(x) will be a class or a partial subset.

From now on, we will use the special ring, Zn (n ≥ 2).

Notation 4.2.6 Let k be an arbitrary proper divisor of n. We will denote by U(k)

for the auxiliary subset of Zn, U(k) := {λk|1 ≤ λ ≤ n/k, (λ, n/k) = 1}.

The following statement is folklore and thus we do not present its proof.

Theorem 4.2.7 The equivalence classes for the relation ' are the sets U(k) where

k runs over all proper divisors of n (in other words, Sub(k) = U(k)), furthermore,

the one-element class {0}.
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Remark 4.2.8 From a practical point of view, it is useful to keep the zero element

of the ring in the zero-divisor graph and make it adjacent to everything, in spite

of the fact that zero-divisors are defined to be non-zero.

For k = 1, we obtain the set of all totatives of n. It is exactly the set of

non-zero-divisors of Zn, different from zero.

Observation 4.2.9 The number of vertices of any partial subset with key vertex

k is equal to ϕ(n
k
).

Lemma 4.2.10 For any n ≥ 1

∑
k|n,1≤k≤n

ϕ(n/k) = n.

Where k runs from 1 to n (and we do not replace n by zero).

In fact, the following two simple statements are very useful concerning the

structure of our zero-divisor graph. Note that they are valid for any graph.

Proposition 4.2.11 Let S1 and S2 be two different classes with respect to ' and

suppose we find an edge e = uv such that u ∈ S1, v ∈ S2. Then any vertex in S1

and any vertex in S2 are adjacent. Clearly, in contrast, if this uv is not an edge,

then any vertex in S1 and any vertex in S2 are non-adjacent.

For any simple graph and every class S, S is a clique or an independent set.

Proof. For the zero-divisor graph of Zn, Proposition 4.2.11 is valid. By the prop-

erties of any equivalence relation and any equivalence class. �

Remark 4.2.12 We will apply Proposition 4.2.11 for the zero-divisor graph of

Zn.
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Definition 4.2.13 Let S1 and S2 be two different partial subsets with any vertex

in S1, and any vertex in S2 are adjacent; we say that S1 is adjacent to S2.

Now we consider the extension of Theorem 4.2.7 for arbitrary elements x in Zn.

Theorem 4.2.14 Let x be a general element of Zn and k := (x, n). Then Sub(x) =

Sub(k).

Proof. Let λ := x/k. We state that (λ, n/k) = 1. By way of contradiction, suppose

there exists d > 1 such that d|λ and d|n/k. Then dk is a common divisor of x and

n, thus (x, n) > k, a contradiction. Consequently, x ∈ U(k) = Sub(k) �

Remark 4.2.15 Some of the results here can be found in [17] and in [53].

Remark 4.2.16 If n = pr11 × pr22 × pr33 × · · · × prαα , then the number of partial

subsets is equal to (1 + r1)(1 + r2) · · · (1 + rα).

Representation of the zero-divisor graph of the ring Zn:

We will denote by Π(Zn) the zero-divisor graph of the ring Zn. We represent it

most frequently in the following way:

For every k, the class Sub(k) will be drawn like a circle of ϕ(n/k) vertices, as

shown in Figure 4.3. This circle is not a subgraph but a figure only. It gives a

clearer picture of the graph, making the understanding easier for the reader.

4.3 Using the Classes

In this section, we will use the partial subsets (classes) frequently.

Claim 4.3.1 Let n = pr11 × pr22 × pr33 × · · · × prαα , k2 ∼= 0 mod n, iff k = pg11 × p
g2
2 ×

pg33 × · · · × pgαα , gj ≥
⌈ rj

2

⌉
, 1 ≤ gj ≤ rj, 1 ≤ j ≤ α.
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Proof. Easy, applying the statements in Subsection 4.2. �

Lemma 4.3.2 Let n = pr11 × pr22 × pr33 × · · · × prαα as usual, S = Sub(k), where

k = pg11 × p
g2
2 × p

g3
3 × · · · × pgαα and k|n. S induces a clique in Π(Zn), iff gj ≥

⌈ rj
2

⌉
,

1 ≤ gj ≤ rj, 1 ≤ j ≤ α. Otherwise (∃ j such that gj <
⌊ rj

2

⌋
), and S induces an

empty graph.

Proof. If v1 = λ1 · k and v2 = λ2 · k are two numbers in S such that k =

p
r1/2
1 × pr2/22 × pr3/23 × · · · × prα/2α , then v1 · v2 = λ1 · λ2(p

r1/2
1 × pr2/22 × pr3/23 × · · · ×

p
rα/2
α )(p

r1/2
1 × pr2/22 × pr3/23 × · · · × prα/2α ) = 0 mod n, which means there is an edge

between any two vertices in S. �

Remark 4.3.3 It is not specified in our figures whether a given class induces a

clique or an independent set in Π(Zn).

Remark 4.3.4 Let us suppose that n1 and n2 have the same numbers of prime

factors and the same values of powers. Then the two corresponding graphs on them

have the same number of classes, only the sizes of these classes differ.

In addition, the way of drawing (picture) of Π(Zn1) and Π(Zn2) is the same.

Figure 4.3 represents the way of drawing of Π(Zn), where n has any value of

the form n = p1 × p2 × p3.

The following example will explain all the previous results more easily.

Example 4.3.5 We have Π(Z30) and Π(Z105), where 30 = 2 × 3 × 5 and 105 =

3×5×7. The number of classes of Π(Z105) is the same as of Π(Z30) which is equal

to 8 (using Remark 4.2.16). The classes of Π(Z30) are Sub(2), Sub(3), Sub(5),

Sub(2× 3), Sub(2× 5), Sub(3× 5), Sub(30), and Sub(1). The classes of Π(Z105)

are Sub(3), Sub(5), Sub(7), Sub(3 × 5), Sub(3 × 7), Sub(5 × 7), Sub(105), and

Sub(1).
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To find the other vertices (different of the key vertex) for every class of Π(Z30),

we can apply the following proceedings:

|Sub(2)| = ϕ(30
2

) = ϕ(3×5) = 8. So, the set of totatives of 3×5 = {1, 2, 4, 7, 8, 11,

13, 14} and multiply these totatives by 2, then the class Sub(2) = {2, 4, 8, 14, 16, 22,

26, 28}. We can find the vertices of other classes as the same previous method. So,

Sub(3) = {3, 9, 21, 27}, Sub(5) = {5, 25}, Sub(2×3) = {6, 12, 18, 24}, Sub(2×5) =

{10, 20}, Sub(3×5) = {15}, Sub(30) = {0}, and Sub(1) = {1, 7, 11, 13, 17, 19, 23, 29}.

Now, the number of vertices of Π(Z30) satisfies Lemma 4.2.10:

8∑
i=1

|Si| = 30

Moreover, we will find the edges of the graph Π(Z30). Since 5×(2×3) = 0 mod 30,

that is there are edges between all vertices of Sub(5) and Sub(2× 3); thus Sub(5)

is adjacent to Sub(2 × 3). Similarly with the other classes, for example, Sub(2)

is adjacent to Sub(3 × 5), and so on. Furthermore, Sub(1) is the set of isolated

vertices, and Sub(30) is adjacent to all classes.

The methods for finding the classes and edges of Π(Z105) are similar to finding the

classes and edges of Π(Z30), (Figure 4.3).

Remark 4.3.6 From now on, in our results and figures, we will not indicate the

two classes Sub(n) and Sub(1), where Sub(n) = {0} is adjacent to all vertices of

Π(Zn), and Sub(1) is the set of all totatives of n (isolated vertices).

Before presenting the next statement, we need an auxiliary object. The following

terminology is so important that we mention it again.

Definition 4.3.7 We say that n is square-free, if it is prime or the product of

different prime numbers, that is, n = p1 × p2 × · · · × pα.
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Sub(p2 × p3)

...

Sub(p)

Sub(p3)
Sub(p1 × p3)

Sub(p2)
Sub(p1 × p2) ...

...

... ...

...

Sub(n) Sub(1)

4.3: Illustration of Remark 4.3.4

Π(Zn), n = p1 × p2 × p3.

Remark 4.3.8 For a square-free natural number n, the zero-divisor graph of Zn is

in thorough connection with the so-called line graphs of hypergraphs. (See Section

4.6). For information on hypergraphs, we recommend [12].

Observation 4.3.9 (obvious) Let x = pt11 × pt22 × pt33 × · · · × ptαα . Then x = 0 in

Zn if and only if ti ≥ ri, for every i.

Corollary 4.3.10 Let n be square-free, that is, n = p1×p2×· · ·×pα. Then there

exists a clique clΠ in Π(Zn) such that |V (clΠ)| = α

Proof. The product of n/pi and n/pj can be divided by n. Consequently, Ti is

adjacent to Tj, ∀ 1 ≤ i, j ≤ α. We construct clΠ by taking one vertex from each

Ti. Its size will be α. �

Corollary 4.3.11 If n = pr, the classes are S1 := Sub(p), S2 := Sub(p2), · · · ,

Sr−1 := Sub(pr−1), then the consequences below are satisfied:
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(i) If r is even, then the clique number of Π is:

ω(Π) =
∑

d r2e≤i≤r−1

|Si| .

(ii) If r is odd, then the clique number is:

ω(Π) = 1 +
∑

d r2e≤j≤r−1

|Sj| .

Proof. The classes S1, S2, · · · , Sx−1 are independent, and Sx, Sx+1, · · · , Sr−1 are

clique classes, where x =
⌈
r
2

⌉
.

First, we prove the lower bounds.

In both cases, all clique classes are adjacent (from Observation 4.3.9).

For case (i), this is enough for the proof of the lower bound.

In case (ii), Sx−1 is an independent class, and it is adjacent to all classes Sj,

x ≤ j ≤ r − 1, thus one vertex can be taken from this class.

The upper bounds are valid as well since the union of independent classes is

independent, and thus, any clique may contain at most one vertex from there. �

Proposition 4.3.12 The clique classes are pairwise adjacent.

Proof. Let S1 and S2 be two clique classes with the key vertices k1 and k2, re-

spectively. By Lemma 4.3.2, ki = pg11 × p
g2
2 × p

g3
3 × · · · × pgαα , i = 1, 2; gj ≥

⌈ rj
2

⌉
,

1 ≤ gj ≤ rj, 1 ≤ j ≤ α. Since k1×k2 can be divided by n, there are edges between

the vertices of S1 and the vertices of S2. �

Definition 4.3.13 clΠ is the union of all the clique classes.

Corollary 4.3.14 clΠ is a clique.

Proof. From Proposition 4.3.12. �
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Lemma 4.3.15 If n is a prime power pr, then the graph Π(Zn) is chordal.

Proof. We can prove it by way of contradiction, assume that the graph Π(Zn) is

non-chordal, which means there is at least one induced cycle of order q, q ≥ 4.

Let Si = Sub(pi), 1 ≤ i ≤ r − 1, be the classes of Π(Zpr). So, by Lemma 4.3.2, Si

is the independent class, where 1 ≤ i ≤
⌊
r−1

2

⌋
. Also, Si is the clique class, where⌊

r−1
2

⌋
+ 1 ≤ i ≤ r− 1. In this graph Π(Zpr), if Si is adjacent to Sj (pi · pj ∼= 0 mod

n), 1 ≤ i ≤
⌊
r−1

2

⌋
,
⌊
r−1

2

⌋
+ 1 ≤ j ≤ r− 1, then Si is adjacent to all classes St such

that j < t ≤ r − 1, which means it is impossible to get an induced cycle of order

q ≥ 4. �

Definition 4.3.16 Let L be a class and suppose that, omitting the zero class

Sub(n), L is adjacent to exactly one class, say B. Then L is called a leaf class.

The class B is said to be a branch class.

Lemma 4.3.17 In Zn the leaf classes are Li := Sub(pi) for i = 1, 2, ..., α. The

branch classes are Ti := Sub(n/pi), for 1 ≤ i ≤ α.

Moreover, for one branch class there exist no further leaf classes adjacent to it

(see Figure 4.4).

Particularly, if n = pr, r ≥ 3, then there is one leaf class which is Sub(p), and

one branch class, Sub(pr−1). Clearly, if r = 2, then there is no leaf class.

Proof. (of the Lemma) We state that there is exactly one class, namely Ti, which

is adjacent to Sub(pi). It is enough to prove this statement for i = 1 only.

The adjacency of the two classes is obvious. Suppose there is another class, say

Sub(k), adjacent to Sub(p1). Let k = pg11 × p
g2
2 · · · × pgαα . gj ≤ rj for every j. p1k

is divisible by n, thus for each j ≥ 2, gj = rj. k < n, consequently, g1 < r1. We

use again that p1k is divisible by n. It implies g1 = r1 − 1 and Sub(k) = T1. We
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G clΠ

T1

T2

T3

Sub(p2)

Π(Z)

Sub(p1)

Sub(p3)

4.4: Representation of the zero-divisor graph, Π(Zn).

have shown that the Sub(pi)’s are leaf classes, and the Ti’s are the corresponding

branch classes.

Assume that there is another leaf class, say S∗, that differs from Sub(p1), Sub(p2),

· · · and Sub(pα). Let k∗ be the key vertex of S∗. There are two cases.

First, k∗ can be divided by the product of at least two primes, say pi × pj, so

the class S∗ is adjacent to both Ti and Tj as we have mentioned above. Thus it is

not a leaf, a contradiction.

Second, k∗ = pi
s with s ≥ 2. Then S∗ is adjacent both to Ti and to Sub(n/pi

2).

We have proved that no more leaf class. Moreover, it is an easy consequence

that there are no more branch classes other than the Ti’s. ∀i, Ti has no more leaf

class neighbor. �

Corollary 4.3.18 Let us consider Π(Zn), n 6= p, p2. Then every leaf class is an

independent class, and every branch class of the form Ti = Sub( n
pi

) = Sub{pr11 ×

pr22 × · · · × p
ri−1
i × · · · × prαα }, p

ri−1
i > 1, is a clique class.

Proof. The proof works directly by applying Lemma 4.3.2. �

The case of inequality is important in our proof and later we will give a name
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to this case.

The validity of the following statement can be easily seen.

Observation 4.3.19 If n is square-free, then every class of Π(Zn) is an indepen-

dent class.

Lemma 4.3.20 Let us consider n = pr1 × p2 × · · · × pα, 2 ≤ r ≤ 3. Then there is

a clique clΠ such that:

|V (clΠ)| = |Ur|+ 1,

where Ur is the only clique class in Π(Zn).

Proof. If r = 2, then U2 := Sub(p1 × p2 × p3 × · · · × pα−1 × pα) is the only clique

class in Π(Zn), since the independent class Sub(p2
1) is adjacent to U2. So, we select

one vertex v from Sub(p2
1) to get a clique clΠ which is larger than U2 with vertex

set V (clΠ) = V (U2) ∪ {v}, and |V (clΠ)| = |U2|+ 1.

The proof for r = 3 is the same as for r = 2, using U3 := Sub(p2
1×p2×p3×· · ·×pα−1

×pα), and Sub(p3
1). �

4.4 The Main Result of the Chapter

In this section, we will discuss the uniqueness of the zero-divisor graphs Π = Π(Zn).

In 2013, Gehet and Khalaf [32] discussed some cases of n for Π = Π(Zn), they

introduced Theorem 1.7.9 to prove these cases. Here we cover all cases of n except

where n is a square-free. For an odd square-free n, the problem is still open.

Theorem 4.4.1 Let us consider Π = Π(Zn), n ≥ 10. If n is none of the following

types: prime, odd square-free, or of the form p2, then Π is not χ-unique.
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Proof. (i) If n = pr, r ≥ 3 (Π is a complete graph where r = 2, then it is χ-unique),

then Π is a chordal graph as shown in Corollary 4.3.11 and Lemma 4.3.15. So, the

chromatic polynomial of Π is an integral-root chromatic polynomial, as shown in

Corollary 1.4.5. In a graph Π, a leaf class S1 := Sub(p) is adjacent to the branch

class Sr−1 := Sub(pr−1) only, where Sr−1 is a clique class for all r ≥ 3.

The number of vertices in S1 is equal to ϕ(n
p
) = pr−2, and the number of vertices

in Sr−1 is equal to ϕ( n
pr−1 ) = p− 1. Thus, there are (λ− (p− 1)) choices to colour

the vertices of S1 (pr−2 vertices), which means (λ− (p− 1))p
r−2|P (Π, λ). So, p− 1

is a root of P (Π, λ) with multiplicity pr−2. Since the multiplicity of a root p− 1 is

not less than 3, which satisfies Theorem 2.2.21, then Π is not χ-unique.

(ii) Let n = pr1 × p2 × · · · × pα, 2 ≤ r ≤ 3 and α ≥ 2. We will prove

the case r = 2 only, i.e., n = p2
1 × p2 × · · · × pα, α ≥ 2. In this case, U2 :=

Sub(p1 × p2 × p3 × · · · × pα−1 × pα) is the only clique class (Lemma 4.3.17). So,

there is an induced clique clΠ (as shown in Lemma 4.3.20) such that

|V (clΠ)| = |U2|+ 1,

that is, |U2| < |(clΠ)|. Since Sub(p2
1) is adjacent to U2, we can choose v from

Sub(p2
1) such that clΠ := U2 +K1, where V (K1) = {v}.

Since the leaf class Sub(p1) is only adjacent to U2 (Lemma 4.3.17), the induced

subgraph clΠ ∪ Sub(p1) is a 1-clique-join graph. Namely, Π is isomorphic to the

graph F in Lemma 4.1.3, such that the induced subgraph J = J(W, I,R) ∼=

clΠ∪Sub(p1). Moreover, I ∼= U2, R ∼= Sub(p1), and Km
∼= clΠ, where W = V (Km).

Finally, if G′ is the graph obtained by the union of clΠ and all classes of Π except

for the leaf class Sub(p1)). G′ does not contain any induced subgraph isomorphic

to J . The reason— there is only one clique class U2 in Π (using Lemma 4.3.20),

and the leaf class Sub(p1) adjacent to U2, that is, any other leaf class in G′ will be

adjacent to some independent class. So, we may apply Lemma 4.1.3 for G ∼= G′.
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Consequently, Π is not χ-unique, see Example 4.4.3 and Figure 4.6.

The proof for the other case (when r = 3, i. e. n = p3
1 × p2 × · · · × pα) is

similar, using U3 := Sub(p2
1 × p2 × p3 × · · · × pα−1 ×pα), Sub(p3

1), and Sub(p1).

(iii) We are not in any of the two cases above.

Here we intensively use leaf classes, branch classes, and Lemma 4.3.17. We will

choose those branch classes that are cliques and we define the set of subscripts

Q := {q | Tq is both a branch class and a clique}.

Such a Tq we call a clique branch class. Clearly,

Claim 4.4.2 There exists at least one clique branch class in Π(Zn) ⇔ n is not

square-free.

Notation:

Lq := the leaf class adjacent to the clique branch class Tq

Such an Lq we call a special leaf class.

Let ζ be the number of clique branch classes.

The branch classes of the form Tq(q ∈ Q) are pairwise adjacent by Proposition

4.3.12. Let

S := ∪q∈QLq.

So, the induced subgraph J ′ = clΠ∪S is a t-clique-join graph, where t = ζ. That is,

Π is isomorphic to the graph F in Lemma 4.1.6 (see Figure 4.5), such that J ∼= J ′,

J ∈ J(W, j1, j2, . . . , jt, R1, R2, . . . , Rt), t ≥ 2, and Km
∼= clΠ, where W = V (Km).

On the other hand, the Ij’s are isomorphic to the clique branch classes Tq, Q ∈ Q.

Moreover, the Rj’s are the classes Lq, Q ∈ Q. Finally, G ∼= G′, where G′ is the

graph induced by Π− S, where G ∼= G′.
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Consequently, we may apply Lemma 4.1.6 and Π is not χ-unique (see Example

4.4.4 and Figure 4.7). �

G′ clΠ

T1

T2

T3

Sub(p2)

Π(Zn)

Sub(p1)

Sub(p3)G Kn

I1

I2

I3

R1

R2

R3

F

∼=

4.5: F and Π(Zn) are isomorphic graphs.

Example 4.4.3 Let us consider Π(Z45), where 45 = 32 × 5. The classes of this

graph are = Sub(3), Sub(32), Sub(5) and U2 =: Sub(3× 5).

To find the vertices (different from the key vertex) of these classes in the graph

Π(Z45), we do the following:

|Sub(3)| = ϕ(45
3

) = 8. So, the set of totatives for 15 is {1, 2, 4, 7, 8, 11, 13, 14} and

multiply these totatives by 3, then the class Sub(3) = {3, 6, 12, 21, 24, 33, 39, 42}.

Similarly, Sub(32) = {9, 18, 27, 36}, Sub(5) = {5, 10, 20, 25, 35, 40}, and U2 =

{15, 30}.

In addition, since 3× (3× 5) ∼= 0 mod 45, then Sub(3) is adjacent to Sub(3× 5).

Analogously, Sub(32) is adjacent to Sub(5) and U2.

Moreover, the only clique class in this graph is U2, |U2| = 2. And the leaf class

Sub(3) is only adjacent to the branch class U2 and no more. Then, there is a

clique clΠ larger than U2 such that |clΠ| = |U2| + 1 = 3 using Lemma 4.3.20. We

will choose one vertex from the class Sub(32) to form the clique clΠ, say a vertex
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18. So, the vertices of clΠ are {15, 18, 30}. The zero-divisor graph Π(Z45) is not

χ-unique using Theorem 4.4.1. (ii).

There are many cliques smaller than clΠ, like U2, {18, 30} and {15, 18}. So, we

can choose the clique {18, 30} instead of U2. We can change the neighborhoods of

some vertices, namely a vertex 6, of the leaf class S1 to get a new graph, say F ,

such that the vertex 6 is adjacent to {18, 30} in F instead of U2 in Π(Z45) using

Lemma 4.1.3. Π(Z45) is chromatically equivalent to F , but not isomorphic (see

Figure 4.6).

Finally, we find the chromatic polynomials of Π(Z45) and F , which are equal using

the Maple program,

P (Π(Z45), λ) = P (F, λ) := λ(λ− 1)(λ− 2)9(λ9 − 30λ8 + 432λ7 − 3814λ6 + 22380λ5

− 89459λ4 + 241466λ3 − 421599λ2 + 430032λ− 194615).

Sub(5)

Sub(32) Sub(3× 5)

9 30
15

3Sub(3) Sub(3)
3

15
30

9

Sub(3× 5)Sub(32)

Sub(5)

(b) F ′(a) Π(Z45)

4.6: Π(Z45) and F ′ are χ-equivalent but non-isomorphic graphs.

Example 4.4.4 Let us consider Π(Z72). We have 72 = 23×32, the some classes of

this graph are Lq1 = Sub(2), Lq2 = Sub(3), Sub(22), Sub(23), Sub(32), Sub(2×3),

Sub(22 × 3), Sub(2 × 32), Tq1 := Sub(22 × 32) and Tq2 := Sub(23 × 3), where

q1, q2 ∈ Q, and Lq1 , Lq2 ∈ S. To illustrate the solution:
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In this graph, the class Lq2 is adjacent to Tq2. The class Tq2 is adjacent to two

classes Sub(22×3) and Sub(22×32). Also, Sub(22×32) is adjacent to Sub(22×3)

and Lq1 as shown in Figure 4.7.

In Π(Z72), there are only two special leaf classes Lq1 and Lq2, which correspond

to two clique branch classes Tq1 and Tq2, respectively. Also, there is a clique clΠ

such that |V (clΠ)| = |Sub(22 × 3)| + |Tq1| + |Tq2|, using Corollary 4.3.14. Then,

the zero-divisor graph Π(Z72) is not χ-unique using Theorem 4.4.1. (iii).

Now, to get a new graph chromatically equivalent but not isomorphic to Π(Z72), we

can do the following: since there are many cliques smaller than clΠ, like Sub(22×3),

Tq2, and more. Either, we change the neighborhoods of Lq2, to get a new graph F1,

such that the leaf class Lq2 will be adjacent to the clique {12, 24} in F1 instead of Tq2

in Π(Z72) (see Lemma 4.1.6 and Figure 4.7). Or, we can change the neighborhoods

of some vertices for the leaf class Lq2 (namely vertex 15), to get a new graph F2,

such that vertex 15 is adjacent to {12, 24} in F2 instead of Tq2 in Π(Z72) (see

Observation 4.1.8 and Figure 4.8).

(a) F1

Sub(3)

Sub(23 × 3)Sub(22 × 32)

Sub(2)

24 48

12
Sub(22 × 3)Sub(22 × 3)

12

4824

Sub(2)

Sub(22 × 32) Sub(23 × 3)

Sub(3)

(a) Π(Z72)

4.7: Π(Z72) and F1 are χ-equivalent but non-isomorphic graphs.
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Sub(22 × 3)
12

4824

15

Sub(2)

Sub(22 × 32) Sub(23 × 3)

Sub(3)

(a) G (b) F2

Sub(3)

Sub(23 × 3)Sub(22 × 32)

Sub(2)

15

24 48

12
Sub(22 × 3)

4.8: Π(Zn) and F2 are χ-equivalent but non-isomorphic graphs.

4.5 On the Contraction Graph

In this section we will introduce a new definition based on the zero-divisor graph.

Definition 4.5.1 Let Π′(Zn) be obtained from a zero-divisor graph Π(Zn) omitting

Sub(n) and Sub(1) with the classes Sub(ki), where ki runs over all the divisors of

n. The contraction graph, denoted by Cn, can be defined in two ways. First, using

the general notion of contraction (see Preliminaries), namely as the contraction of

the equivalence classes in Π′(Zn). Second, through the divisors ki, such that they

are the vertices and their adjacency relation is the same as in Π′(Zn).

Remark 4.5.2 Some authors allow the contraction of two adjacent vertices only.

Here no such restriction is made.

Definition 4.5.3 The key vertices p1, p2, · · · , pα are the leaf vertices in Cn. The

branch vertices n/pi (the keys of the branch classes) are denoted by ti.

Lemma 4.5.4 For the contraction graph, the subgraph induced by the branch ver-

tices {t1, t2, · · · , tα} is a clique K(Π′) in Cn.
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p1

p2 p3

p2 × p3

p1 × p2p1 × p3

4.9: A contraction graph

Proof. Similar as for Π earlier.

�

Corollary 4.5.5 If n ≥ 10 is neither of the form p2, nor n = p1 × p2, then the

contraction graph Cn is not χ-unique.

Proof. We will prove that Cn is isomorphic to graph F in Lemma 4.1.6.

Let T1 = {t1}, T2 = {t2}, · · · , Tα = {tα} be subgraphs with one vertex in Cn. Let

P1 = {p1}, P2 = {p2}, · · · , Pα = {pα} be empty subgraphs which have pairwise

disjoint vertex sets such that the leaf vertex in Pi is adjacent to the vertex ti from

K(Π′) (and no others).

We apply Lemma 4.1.6. Namely, for J in the Lemma, we may take J ′, where

J ′ = K(Π′)∪P1∪P2∪· · ·∪Pα. J ′ is a t-clique-join graph with t = α, J ′ ∈ J(W, j1, j2,

. . . , jt, R1, R2, . . . , Rt), where W ∼= K(Π′). Moreover, Ik ∼= Tk, jk = |Tk|, 1 ≤ k ≤

t,, and Rk
∼= Pk. In addition, the vertices of Cn except the leaf vertices form the

induced subgraph G′.

So, by Lemma 4.1.6 Cn is not χ-unique. �
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4.6 Connections of a Square-free Modulus with Hyper-

graphs

In the Abstract we promised the proof of the statement which is a good argument

for the complexity of Π(Zn). The reader can find it here.

Let us consider a square-free non-prime n with n := p1p2...pα and the zero-

divisor graph Π(Zn).

Theorem 4.6.1 For a given n with the properties above, let us consider an arbi-

trary graph A of order p where

(∗) p ≤ 1 +
√

2α + 1

Then Π(Zn) contains A as an induced subgraph. (More exactly, it contains an

induced subgraph isomorphic to A.)

Proof. First we give a sketch of the proof.

We begin by representing the graph B := A as the intersection graph of a

hypergraph H (Proposition 4.6.3).

We continue so that we consider the subgraph F induced by the set of all

divisors of n and we observe that F is isomorphic to the complement of L(F)

where F is the power set of W := {1, 2, ..., α}.

We accomplish the proof, by using these results.

Remark 4.6.2 In fact, we use the contraction graph also here.

Proposition 4.6.3 For any graph B, we have some hypergraph H such that B ∼=

L(H).

Proof. First, we consider isolate-free graphs. Let H = HB be the hypergraph with

E(B) as a vertex set and let Hv := {e = vw ∈ E(B)} be a hyperedge for every
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v ∈ V (B). Clearly, B ∼= L(H). If B has isolates, we may add disjoint hyperedges

to the structure. �

As in the Preliminaries, the intersection graph (’line graph’) of a hypergraph F is

denoted by L(F).

Definition 4.6.4 The power set of W we call F .

Theorem 4.6.5 The subgraph F of Π(Zn) induced by all the divisors of n can be

expressed as the complement of L(F) where .

Proof. For I, J ⊆ {1, 2, ..., α}, let d =
∏

i∈I pi and δ =
∏

j∈J pj, that is, two

divisors of n. Obviously, dδ = 0 in Zn ⇔ I ∪J = X. Let us take the complements,

we obtain dδ = 0 in Zn ⇔ I ∩ J = ∅. �

The following statement is clearly valid.

Claim 4.6.6 For any hypergraph H on at most α vertices, F contains a partial

hypergraph H′ isomorphic to H.

Now we are in the position to achieve the proof of Theorem 4.6.1. Take an arbitrary

graph A with p ≤ 1 +
√

2α + 1 vertices. Applying Proposition 4.6.3 for B := A,

we obtain a hypergraph H on
(
p
2

)
vertices with L(H) ∼= B, that is, L(H) ∼= A.

From the condition (∗) of Theorem 4.6.1,
(
p
2

)
≤ α can be deduced. Thus H

has at most α vertices and, by Claim 4.6.6, F contains a partial hypergraph H′

isomorphic toH. But this implies that F contains an induced subgraph isomorphic

to A, moreover Π(Zn) contains F as an induced subgraph. �

4.6.1 Concluding Remarks and Future Work

We did not solve everything in Theorem 4.4.1:
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Open problem: Let n be an odd square-free number. Is Π := Π(Zn) χ-unique

or not?

Furthermore, the research could be extended.

Question: What is the situation with rings similar to Zn? Clearly, we mean

here finite commutative rings with some zero-divisors.
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Chapter 5

Chemical Graph Theory

In mathematical chemistry, from the formula of the chemical compound, we define

a graph, and from this moment we have a mathematical notion, and we do not

consider further information of chemical type. The vertices of the graph can repre-

sent the compound’s atoms, and the edges of the graph can represent its chemical

bonds. Many topological indices can be introduced for the connected graph by

various definitions. The connectivity index is one of the widely used ones to reflect

molecular branching, introduced in 1975 by Randic [55], is defined as follows:

R(G) =
∑

uv∈E(G)

1√
d(u) · d(v)

,

where d(u) is the degree of vertex u, it is the number of edges incident to v.

Remark 5.0.1 This is different from the standard definition of 2-neighborhood.

Remark 5.0.2 The use of this notation is not dangerous since it can not be mixed

with the ring notation for the abstract algebra which is far from the present topics,

moreover it is the function of a graph.

After the Randic index, several indices have been applied in mathematical chem-

istry. Most of these indices depend only on the degrees [47] for example, the
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atom-bond connectivity index (ABC) presented by Estrada et al. [28]. It is de-

fined as:

ABC(G) =
∑

uv∈E(G)

√
d(u) + d(v)− 2

d(u) · d(v)
.

ABC-index gives a good model for the stability of branched and linear alkanes

in addition to the stress-energy of cycloalkanes [28, 27]. Furtula et al. [29] intro-

duced an improvement version of the ABC-index called augmented Zagreb index

(AZI):

AZI(G) =
∑

uv∈E(G)

(
d(u) · d(v)

d(u) + d(v)− 2

)3

.

At first glance, it could be strange that this new index uses the reciprocal of

ABC index. The explanation is that the empirical results show that AZI index can

be much better applied. The predictive power is much better than the ABC-index

in studying of formation heat of octane and heptane [29]. Motivated by previous

researches on topological indices and their applications, Hosamani [35] defined the

Sanskruti index S(G) for the molecular graph G as follows:

S(G) =
∑

uv∈E(G)

(
δu · δv

δu + δv − 2

)3

, (5.1)

where δu is the sum of the degrees of all neighbors of the vertex u in G.

S-index productivity was examined utilizing the isomers dataset, consisting of

the following data: melting point, boiling point, molar refraction, heat capacities,

acentric factor, octanol-water partition coefficient, total surface area, and entropy.

The S-index is connected with all these data, and it has a good relationship with

the octane isomers entropy. The following structure-property relationship model

was developed for the S-index [35].

entropy = 1.7857 S ± 81.4286.
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5.1: Correlation of S-index with the octane isomers entropy [35].

In this chapter, new theorems are presented with their proofs for the San-

skruti index for some important molecular graphs: Caterpillar trees, straight-chain

alkanes, cycle-caterpillars, generalized Bethe trees, ordinary Bethe trees, and den-

drimers.

5.1 Caterpillar Trees and Cycle-caterpillars

In this section, we present some of the results in [6] (published).

Definition 5.1.1 [46] Let G be a labeled graph on n vertices, and let p1, p2, · · · ,

pn be non-negative integers. The thorn graph G(p1, p2, · · · , pn) of the graph G

is obtained from G by attaching pi pendant vertices to the i-th vertex of G, i = 1, 2,

· · · , n.

Definition 5.1.2 [46] caterpillar trees are thorn graphs whose parent graph is

a path Pn, and denoted by P ∗n = Pn(p1, p2, · · · , pn), see Figure 5.2. In other

words, a caterpillar tree is a tree in which all the vertices are within distance 1 of
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the main path. If we delete all pendent vertices of a caterpillar tree, we reach a

path.

v1

v2
vpn−1

un−1u2

vp2
v2
v1

ui

vpi
v2
v1

ui+1

vpi+1
v2
v1

u1

vp1
v2
v1

un

vpn
v2
v1

5.2: The caterpillar tree Tn(p1, p2, · · · , pi, pi+1, · · · , pn−1, pn)

Remark 5.1.3 p1, p2, · · · , pn are arbitrary numbers, they are different from the

previous chapters, which were prime numbers only.

Remark 5.1.4 It is easy to compute the Sanskruti index of caterpillar tree P ∗n ,

1 ≤ n ≤ 4, directly. So, the Sanskruti index of P ∗n , n ≥ 5 is computed in the

theorem below.

Theorem 5.1.5 Let P ∗n = Pn(p1, p2, · · · , pn) be the caterpillar tree, p1, p2, · · · ,

pn are non-negative integers. The Sanskruti index of P ∗n is given by:

S(P ∗n) =
10∑
k=1

Ak, n ≥ 5

where

A1 =

(
(2 + p1 + p2) (3 + p1 + p2 + p3)

3 + 2p1 + 2p2 + p3

)3

, A2 =

(
(3 + p1 + p2 + p3) (4 + p2 + p3 + p4)

5 + p1 + 2p2 + p3 + p4

)3

,

A3 =

(
(4 + pn−3 + pn−2 + pn−1) (4 + pn−2 + pn−1 + pn)

5 + pn−3 + 2pn−2 + 2pn−1 + pn

)3

,

A4 =

(
(4 + pn−2 + pn−1 + pn) (2 + pn−1 + pn)

3 + pn−2 + 2pn−1 + 2pn

)3

,
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A5 =
n−2∑
i=3

(
(4 + pi−1 + pi + pi+1) (4 + pi + pi+1 + pi+2)

6 + pi−1 + 2pi + 2pi+1 + pi+2

)3

,

A6 = p1

(
(2 + p1 + p2) (1 + p1)

1 + 2p1 + p2

)3

, A7 = p2

(
(3 + p1 + p2 + p3) (2 + p2)

3 + p1 + 2p2 + p3

)3

,

A8 = pn−1

(
(3 + pn−2 + pn−1 + pn) (2 + pn−1)

3 + pn−2 + 2pn−1 + pn

)3

, A9 = pn

(
(2 + pn−1 + pn) (1 + pn)

1 + pn−1 + 2pn

)3

,

A10 =
n−2∑
i=3

pi

(
(4 + pi−1 + pi + pi+1) (2 + pi)

4 + pi−1 + 2pi + pi+1

)3

.

Proof. Let u1, u2, · · · , un be the vertices of Pn, and let v1, v2, · · · , vpi be the at-

tached pendant vertices to the i-th vertex of Pn, where 1 ≤ i ≤ n. the degree of

the vertex ui, 2 ≤ i ≤ n− 1, is equal to 2 + pi, and the degrees of the vertices u1

and un are equal to 1 + p1 and 1 + pn respectively. Moreover, there are two types

of edges in caterpillar tree P ∗n : the first type is the edges between the vertices

of Pn, that is every edge uiui+1 has two ends in Pn. And the second type is the

edges that have one end ui belongs to the vertices of Pn and the other end will be

pendent vertex vj, 1 ≤ j ≤ pi (see Figure 5.2). To compute the Sanskruti index

of P ∗n , we must find the sum of the degrees of all neighbors of every vertex in P ∗n ,

that is finding δ for all vertices.

The vertex u1 has p1 neighbors with degrees 1 and one neighbor u2 with degree

2 + p2. So, δu1 = 2 + p1 + p2.

The vertex u2 has p2 neighbors with degrees 1, one neighbor u1 with degree 1 + p1

and one neighbor u3 with degree 2 + p3. So, δu2 = 3 + p1 + p2 + p3.

The vertex ui, 3 ≤ i ≤ n − 2, has pi neighbors with degrees 1, one neigh-

bor ui−1 with degree 2 + pi−1 and one neighbor ui+1 with degree 2 + pi+1. So,
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δui = 4 + pi−1 + pi + pi+1.

The vertex un−1 has pn−1 neighbors with degrees 1, one neighbor un with degree

1+pn and one neighbor un−2 with degree 2+pn−2. So, δun−1 = 3+pn−2 +pn−1 +pn.

The vertex un has pn neighbors with degrees 1 and one neighbor un−1 with degree

1 + pn−1. So, δun = 2 + pn−1 + pn.

Moreover, the pendent vertex vj, 1 ≤ j ≤ pi, 2 ≤ i ≤ n − 1 has one neighbor ui

with degree 2 + pi. So, δvj = 2 + pi. But, the pendent vertex vr, 1 ≤ r ≤ p1, has

one neighbor u1 with degree 1 + p1. So, δvr = 1 + p1, and the pendent vertex vs,

1 ≤ s ≤ pn, has one neighbor un with degree 1 + pn. So, δvs = 1 + pn.

Now, we can apply Equation 5.1 to the first type of edges uiui+1, to obtain the

terms Ak, 1 ≤ k ≤ 5, and to the second type of edges uivj, 1 ≤ j ≤ pi, to obtain

the term Ak, 6 ≤ k ≤ 10. �

Caterpillar trees are used in chemical graph theory to represent the structure of

benzenoid hydrocarbon molecules. For example, for positive integer p1 = pn = 3

and p2 = p3 = · · · = pn−1 = 2, the caterpillar tree Pn(3, 2, 2, · · · , 2, 3) is the

molecular graph of certain hydrocarbon (straight-chain alkanes, a single chain

with no branches, have the general chemical formula CnH2n+2) [46], see Figure 5.3.

It is easy to find the Sanskruti index of the molecular graphs of Ethane P2(3, 3),

Propane P3(3, 2, 3), and Butane P4(3, 2, 2, 3) using Equation 5.1. So, Theorem

5.1.5 is used to get the formulae for the Sanskruti index of the straight-chain

alkanes CnH2n+2 = Pn(3, 2, 2, · · · , 2, 3), n ≥ 5, as shown in Corollary 5.1.6.

u1 u2 u3 ui ui+1 un−1 un

5.3: The molecular graphs of hydrocarbon (straight-chain alkanes).
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Corollary 5.1.6 The Sanskruti index of the straight-chain alkanes CnH2n+2 =

Pn(3, 2, 2, · · · , 2, 3), n ≥ 5, is given by:

S(CnH2n+2) = 199.074 n− 120.354, n ≥ 5.

Proof. We used Theorem 5.1.5 and replaced pi with 2, 2 ≤ i ≤ n−1, also replaced

both p1 and pn with 3. �

Remark 5.1.7 The Sanskruti index may have general fractional values.

Definition 5.1.8 [46] A unicyclic graph is called a cycle-caterpillar if deleting

all its pendent (end) vertices will reduce it to a cycle, and denoted by Cn(p1, p2,

· · · , pn). So, the cycle-caterpillars are thorn graphs whose parent graph is a cycle;

this is a special unicyclic graph in graph theoretical terminology; see Figure 5.4.

un

v1v2

vp1 u1

ui+1ui

v1
v2

vp2

u2 un−1

v(p1)−1

v(p2)−1

v1 v1

v1

v1

v2 v2

v2

v2

v(pi)−1 vp(i+1)−1

vp(n−1)−1

vp(n−1)

vp(n−1)

vpn

vp(i+1)vpi

5.4: The cycle-caterpillar Cn(p1, p2, · · · , pn)

Remark 5.1.9 Unicyclic graph is a frequent concept in graph theory.

Theorem 5.1.10 Let C∗n = Cn(p1, p2, · · · , pn) be the cycle-caterpillar, and let p1,

p2, · · · , pn be non-negative integers. The Sanskruti index of C∗n is given by:
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S(C∗n) = F1 + F2.

Where

F1 =
n∑
i=1

(
(4 + pi−1 + pi + pi+1) (4 + pi + pi+1 + pi+2)

6 + pi−1 + 2pi + 2pi+1 + pi+2

)3

, where pn+1 = p1.

F2 =
n∑
i=1

pi

(
(4 + pi−1 + pi + pi+1) (2 + pi)

4 + pi−1 + 2pi + pi+1

)3

, where pn+1 = p1.

Proof. Let u1, u2, · · · , un be the vertices of Cn, and let v1, v2, · · · , vpi be the at-

tached pendant vertices to the i-th vertex of Cn, where 1 ≤ i ≤ n. the degree

of the vertex ui, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, is equal to (2 + pi). Moreover, there are two types

of edges in cycle-caterpillar C∗n: the first type is the edges between the vertices

of Cn, that is every edge uiui+1 has two ends in Cn. And the second type is the

edges that have one end ui belongs to the vertices of Cn and the other end will be

pendent vertex vj, 1 ≤ j ≤ pi (see Figure 5.4). To compute the Sanskruti index

of C∗n, we must find the sum of the degrees of all neighbors of every vertex in C∗n,

that is finding δ for all vertices.

The vertex ui, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, has pi neighbors with degrees 1, one neighbor ui−1

with degree 2 + pi−1 and one neighbor ui+1 with degree 2 + pi+1. So, δui =

4 + pi−1 + pi + pi+1.

Moreover, the pendent vertex vj, 1 ≤ j ≤ pi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n has one neighbor ui with

degree 2 + pi. So, δvj = 2 + pi.

Now, we can apply Equation 5.1 to the first type of edges uiui+1, to obtain the

term F1, and to the second type of edges uivj, to obtain the term F2. �
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5.2 On the Bethe Trees

In this section, we present some of the results in [5] (published).

Definition 5.2.1 [58] A rooted tree of k levels, k ≥ 1, whose vertices at the same

level have the same degrees, is called a generalized Bethe tree and it is denoted

by Bk, see Figure 5.5.

Let di and ni be the degree and number of the vertices at the ith level of

Bk, respectively. All the vertices at the same level (ith level) we denote by vi,j,

1 ≤ i ≤ k, 1 ≤ j ≤ ni. In addition, n2 vertices are joined to the single vertex (root

vertex) at the 1st level [46]. Also, let Ei be the set of all edges between the vertices

of the ith level and the (i+ 1)th level, that is, Ei := {e ∈ E(Bk) : e = vi,jv(i+1),j′},

1 ≤ i ≤ k− 1, 1 ≤ j ≤ ni, 1 ≤ j
′ ≤ ni+1. Here, pi is the number of those branches

(edges) which are incident to vi and their other endpoints are in the (i+1)th level.

For all i ≥ 2, there is an edge with endpoint in the (i− 1)th level. Thus, p1 = d1

and pi = di − 1, 2 ≤ i ≤ k − 1, pk = dk = 1 of course.

v1

v2,1 v2,2

vk,1 vk,2 vk,3 vk,4 vk,5vk,6 vk,nkvk,nk−1vk,j vk,(j+1)

5.5: A generalized Bethe tree Bk.
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Theorem 5.2.2 Let Bk be the generalized Bethe tree of k levels, k ≥ 4. The

Sanskruti index of Bk is given by:

S(Bk) =
4∑
r=1

Ar.

Where,

A1 = n2

(
p1d2 (p2d3 + d1)

p1d2 + p2d3 + d1 − 2

)3

, A2 =
k−3∑
i=2

ni+1

(
(pidi+1 + di−1) (pi+1di+2 + di)

pidi+1 + di−1 + pi+1di+2 + di − 2

)3

,

A3 = nk−1

(
(pk−2dk−1 + dk−3) (pk−1 + dk−2)

pk−2dk−1 + dk−3 + pk−1 + dk−2 − 2

)3

, A4 = nk

(
(pk−1 + dk−2) dk

pk−1 + dk−2 + dk − 2

)3

,

where di and ni are the degree of the vertices at the level i of Bk and their number,

respectively.

Now we give the list for the neighbors of vi,1 are:

vi+1,1,vi+1,2, ...vi+1,pi.

For the neighbors of vi,2 are:

vi+1,pi+1, vi+1,pi+2, ..., vi+1,2pi.

...

For general j, the neighbors of vi,j are:

vi+1,(j−1)pi+1, vi+1,(j−1)pi+2, ..., vi+1,jpi.

...

Finally, the last sequence, the neighbors of vi,ni:

vi+1,(ni−1)pi+1, vi+1,(ni−1)pi+2, ..., vi+1,nipi
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Proof. We have to compute the Sanskruti index of Bk by applying Eq. (5.1)

on all edges of Bk. So, we must find the sum of the degrees of all neighbors of

every vertex in Bk, that is finding δ for all vertices. The root vertex v1 has p1

neighbors with degrees d2, so δv1 = p1d2. And, every vertex in the second level

(v2,j), 1 ≤ j ≤ n2, has p1 neighbors with degrees d2 and one neighbor v1 with

degree d1. So, δv2,j = p2d3 + d1. Then, we can apply Eq. (5.1) to the first set of

edges (E1) to obtain A1:

1≤j≤n2∑
v1v2,j∈E1

(
δv1 · δv2,j

δv1 + δv2,j − 2

)3

=: A1. (5.2)

Also, every vertex in the ith level (vi,j′ ), 3 ≤ i ≤ k−2, 1 ≤ j
′ ≤ ni, has pi neighbors

with degrees di+1 and one neighbor with a degree di−1. So, δvi,j = pidi+1 + di−1.

Then, we can apply Equation 5.1 to the set of edges (Ei), 2 ≤ i ≤ k− 3, to obtain

A2:

∑
v
i,j
′ v

(i+1),j
′′∈Ei

(
δv
i,j
′ · δv

(i+1),j
′′

δv
i,j
′ + δv

(i+1),j
′′ − 2

)3

=: A2, 1 ≤ j
′ ≤ ni, 1 ≤ j

′′ ≤ ni+1. (5.3)

Moreover, every vertex (v(k−1),jk′ ) in the (k − 1)th level, 1 ≤ jk
′ ≤ nk−1, has pk−1

neighbors with degrees 1 and one neighbor with a degree dk−2. So, δv
(k−1),jk

′ =

pk−1 +dk−2. Then, we can apply Equation 5.1 to the set of edges (Ek−2), to obtain

A3:

∑
v
(k−2),j(k−1)′ v(k−1),jk

′∈Ek−2

(
δv

(k−2),j(k−1)′
· δv

(k−1),jk
′

δv
(k−2),j(k−1)′

+ δv
(k−1),jk

′ − 2

)3

=: A3, (5.4)

where 1 ≤ j(k−1)′ ≤ nk−2, 1 ≤ jk
′ ≤ nk−1.

Finally, every vertex (vk,j(k+1)′ ) in the kth level, 1 ≤ j ≤ nk, has one neighbor

with degree dk−1. So, δv
k,j(k+1)′

= dk−1. Then, we can apply Eq. (5.1) to the set of
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edges (Ek−2), to obtain A4:

∑
v
(k−1),jk

′ v
k,j(k+1)′∈Ek−1

(
δv
k−1,jk

′ · δv
k,j(k+1)′

δv
(k−1)jk

′ + δv
k,j(k+1)′

− 2

)3

=: A4, (5.5)

where ≤ jk
′ ≤ nk−1, 1 ≤ j(k+1)′ ≤ nk. �

Definition 5.2.3 [58] The ordinary Bethe tree Bk,d is a rooted tree of k levels

with the root vertex v1 has a degree d− 1, the vertices at level k have degree 1, and

the vertices from the second to the(k − 1)th levels have degree d; see Figure 5.6.

We denote by ni the number of vertices at the ith level of Bk,d. Denote by vij

the vertices in the ith level, 1 ≤ i ≤ k, 1 ≤ j ≤ ni. Note that Bk,2 is isomorphic

to the path of k vertices Pk, and B2,d is isomorphic to the star of d vertices Sd.

Using Theorem 5.2.2, we get the following corollary for computing the Sanskruti

index of ordinary Bethe tree Bk,d.

v6,1

v2,2

v3,4v3,3

v4,5 v4,8v4,7v4,6v4,2 v4,3 v4,4v4,1

v31 v3,2

v1,2

v1

v6,14v6,13v6,1)v6,11v6,10v6,9v6,8v6,7v6,6v6,5v6,4v6,3v6,2 v6,15 v6,16

5.6: The ordinary Bethe tree B5,3

Corollary 5.2.4 Let Bk,d be the ordinary Bethe tree of k levels, k ≥ 5. The

Sanskruti index of Bk,d is given by:
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S(Bk,d) =
5∑
r=1

Hr,

where

H1 = (d− 1)

(
d4 − d3 − d2 + d

2d2 − d− 3

)3

, H2 = (d− 1)2

(
d4 − d2

2d2 − 3

)3

,

H3 =
k−3∑
i=3

(d− 1)i
(

d4

2d2 − 2

)3

,

H4 = (d− 1)k−2

(
2d3 − d2

d2 + 2d− 3

)3

, H5 = (d− 1)k−1

(
2d2 − d
3d− 3

)3

.

Proof. The proof method is the same as the proof method of Theorem 5.2.2, with

some changes, which are: pi and di, 2 ≤ i ≤ k − 1, in the generalized Bethe tree

mean d−1 and d in Bk,d tree, respectively. Moreover, the root vertex v1 has degree

d− 1 and the vertices at kth level have degree 1.

let Ei be the set of all the edges between the vertices of the ith and (i+1)th levels.

It is clear that |Ei| = (d − 1) · (d − 1) · ... · (d − 1)i times = (d − 1)i = ni+1, where

ni+1 is the number of vertices at the (i+ 1)th level of Bk,d.

Consequently, δ will change, so δv1,j = δv1 = d2−d; δv2,j′ = d2−1, 1 ≤ j′ ≤ (d−1);

δv
(k−1),j(k−1)′

= 2d− 1, 1 ≤ j(k−1)′ ≤ (d− 1)k−2; δv
k,jk
′ = d, 1 ≤ jk

′ ≤ (d− 1)k−1 and

δv
i,ji
′ = d2, 3 ≤ i ≤ k − 2, 1 ≤ ji

′ ≤ (d− 1)i−1.

Now, Equation (5.1) is applied to the set of edges E1, to obtain the term H1 (that

is H1 is given by Eq. (5.2)). Also, it is applied to the edges of E2, to obtain the

term H2. Moreover, Equation 1 is applied to the edges of Ei, 3 ≤ i ≤ k − 3, to

obtain the term H3 (that is H2 +H3 = Eq. (5.3)). And, it is applied to the edges

of Ek−2, to obtain the term H4 (that is H1 = Eq. (5.4)). Finally, it is applied to

the edges Ek−1, to obtain the terms H5 (that is H1 is given by Eq. (5.5)). �
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Dendrimers are hyper-branched molecules, created by repeatable stages, either

by attaching branching blocks around a central core (thus getting a new bigger

orbit or generation, the ’divergent growth’ approach) or by adding large branched

blocks beginning from the perimeter and then attaching to the core, ’convergent

growth’ [20]. Dendrimer information and their topological properties, a significant

and new class of nano-materials much-studied, can be found in the references

[21, 22].

Definition 5.2.5 [23] A dendrimer tree Tk,d is a rooted tree such that each non-

pendent vertex degree is equal to d; also, the distance between the rooted vertex

(central) and the pendent vertices is equal to k, see Figure 5.7. So, Tk,d is a

generalized Bethe tree with (k + 1) levels, which has the same degree for the non-

pendent vertices [46].

Observe that Tk,2 ∼= P2k+1 and T1,d
∼= Sd+1. Using Theorem 5.2.2 and Corollary

5.2.4 similarly as above, we obtain the corollary below for the Sanskruti index of

the dendrimer tree Tk,d.

v1

5.7: The dendrimer tree T5,3.
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Corollary 5.2.6 Let Tk,d be the dendrimer tree of k + 1 levels, k ≥ 4. The San-

skruti index of Tk,d is given by:

S(Tk,d) = J1 + J2 + J3,

where

J1 = (d− 1)k−1

(
2d3 − d2

d2 + 2d− 3

)3

, J2 = (d− 1)k
(

2d2 − d
3d− 3

)3

,

J3 =
k−2∑
i=3

(d− 1)i
(

d4

2d2 − 2

)3

,

here, d is the degree of the vertices from 1st to kth levels of Tk,d.

Proof. The proof method is the same as the proof method of Corollary 5.2.4,

except for deleting some terms that are H1 and H2, because the degree of the root

vertex (in this tree) is the same degree of the vertices from the second to the kth

levels. In addition, the loop i has changed in the terms J3 because the number of

levels is (k + 1) in this tree instead of k in the ordinary tree Bk,d. Therefore, the

exponent of (d− 1) has changed in the terms J1 and J2 as well. �
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Chapter 6

Noncommutative Rings and

Future Work

6.1 Noncommutative Rings

The subject of this work is at the boundary of algebra and graph theory. For any

ring R, we may construct a directed graph D(R) := (V (D), A) where V (D) is the

underlying set of our ring and the ordered pair (x, y) is an arc ((x, y) ∈ A) iff xy = 0

in R. Similarly, we can define an undirected graph G(R) for any commutative ring

R in a natural way. The common name of these structures is the zero-divisor

graph. The first questions and results on zero-divisor graphs can be found in the

work of I. Beck [11].

Here we give results on both noncommutative and commutative rings, their

zero-divisor (di)graphs and on the relations between the two models.
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6.2 Introduction

First we ask whether we have some rings R, which, in spite of being noncommu-

tative, satisfy

ab = 0⇔ ba = 0 ∀a, b ∈ R (6.1)

The rings with (6.1) will be called zero-commutative. (The expression ’re-

versible’ can be found in the literature as well.)

Property (6.1) ensures that the zero-divisor digraph can be considered as an

undirected graph U = U(R).

Definition 6.2.1 A ring R is pseudo-commutative if R has some zero-divisors,

and it is noncommutative but zero-commutative.

Remark 6.2.2 — Here we allow some nonzero a ∈ R such that a2 = 0 as well.

— In this model, the pairs containing the zero element are arcs (edges) in the

zero-divisor (di)graph, by definition.

Such rings can be easily constructed by taking the direct product of two noncom-

mutative skew fields (’division rings’). However, by Wedderburn’s Theorem, such

a structure is always infinite. To obtain finite graphs, we need the following notion.

Definition 6.2.3 A finite pseudo-commutative ring is called mixed ring.

Some examples for mixed rings can be defined as follows.

Take a finite field K := GF (ph) with h ≥ 2 and the matrix ring M consisting

of matrices A(α, β) with α, αp, αp
2
, ..., αp

h−1
in the main diagonal, having still one

element β as the last entry in the first row, and no further nonzero element, α, β

independently running through K.
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The zero-divisors of M are the matrices A(0, β) (β 6= 0) and (together with the

zero element), they yield a clique Q in the undirected graph U = U(M). No more

edges in U , of course.

We state that M is noncommutative. For showing this, it is enough to mention

the elements A(α1, β1) and A(α2, β2) which do not commute taking β1 to zero, α1

a generator of the multiplicative group K −{0} and an arbitrary nonzero element

as β2. No restriction for α2. In this case, the last element of the first row differs

in A(α1, β1)A(α2, β2) and A(α2, β2)A(α1, β1).

6.3 Future work

Are there some cases when new undirected graphs occur, taking these strange

rings? This question can be formalized here:

Open Problem Do we have some mixed ring M such that no commutative ring

C exists with G(C) ∼= U(M)?

For the mixed ring constructed above, such a commutative ring can be found

in a simple way. So the problem remains open.

Let us still mention here two statements:

Proposition 6.3.1 An arbitrary mixed ring has a subring, being a mixed ring too,

which can be generated by at most 4 elements.

Proof. By the assumptions, we have elements x and y such that xy 6= yx. More-

over, we have zero-divisors in R, say a and b such that ab = ba = 0. Let us take the

subring S generated by the set {x, y, a, b}. Clearly, S satisfies all the conditions

for being a mixed ring. (The cardinality of the generating set may be smaller than

4.) �
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Proposition 6.3.2 If R is a noncommutative ring without nonzero elements x

satisfying x2 = 0 and having some zero-divisors, then R is pseudo-commutative.

Proof. We suppose by way of contradiction that there exist a, b ∈ R such that

ab = 0 but ba 6= 0. Take the element c := ba. We state that c2 = 0. Really,

c2 = (ba)(ba) = b(ab)a = b ∗ 0 ∗ a = 0. Moreover, we assumed that c is nonzero, a

contradiction. �
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